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I was, from the begiimlng, actuated with the 
Idea of makixig a sociological study of some aspect 
of mislim society* VSien, after doing qy M.A* from 
Delhi School of Economics, I saw Prof. R.H. Saksena 
for research study under his ^idance, he advised 
me to study the Muslim Family and Marrlago. I was 
very glad <m this suggestion and readily took it up. 
The present study Is an attempt t» construct 
a base for further exploration in the muslim family 
and marriage system for the Ph.D. wort:. In this 
dissertation effort is made to present a cursory 
account of the main aspects of these institutions 
with reference to Aligaih. Hence the conclusions 
incorporated into this study may not he final on 
the subject. Inspite of i^ conscious efforts to 
study the problem as thoroughly as could be done, 
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I had to ignore certain aspects or points of view 
in this study due to liisitatiozi of tisae and scope 
of the study, 
Yarious studies made hy scholars - Indian and 
others - contributing directly or indirectly to 
this aspect of maslim society hare heen made use of 
hy us* Intellectual stimilation received from these 
studies is, indeed, great* I cannot, tiisrefore, 
fail to aeknc»rledge w obligaticms to those pioneers 
in the field* !Qie authors i^ose vorks had a 
direct and definite bearing <m w dissertaticm have 
been swknowledged where I have reproduced a specific 
reference from them* I aeknovledge qy gratefulness 
to these authors also i^ose vorks vere too indirect 
and incteflnite for a specific reference, but have 
cultivated w laind* 
I wish to acknowledge with gratitude the advice 
and counsel of my learned supervisor Prof* B*H. Saksena. 
Without his kindness and enlightening guidance the 
dissertation would not have been completed* I haTe 
smch benefitted by his instructive and illuminating 
discussion* 
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I ara conscious that ttie dissertation badly needed 
to be properly revised and condensed. But| I trust 
that, in view of the hindrances and difficulties that 
I had to contest with during the period of prepara-
ticm of this dissertation, they would kindly be 
OTerlookecU Notwithstanding the numerous difficulties 
created in w way, I am indebted to the Aligarb 
Muslim IMiversity for being generous in granting n^ 
leave for this work. 
BHQEARATQLLAEL KHM 
Department of sociology, 
Aligarh Muslim lUiiiversity, 
Aligarh. 
7-1^1973» 
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CaAPOER I 
I N T R O D D C I I O H 
1. PURPOSE ATTD NJffUIiE Bie purpose of t h i s 
OF THE STUDY : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^p 
a dissertat ion for 
the degree of M.Phil. in Sociology. In Aligarti, 
students for the Ba.D. degree are admitted provisioially 
©le confirmation of thei r admission for Hi«D« degree 
depends on passing a wri t t« i and/or pract ical 
and/or viva v<«je t e s t ccaiducted by the Departm«it 
or on taking the M.Hiil« degree* I f one decides 
to take M.FIiil*, he i s required to pass vr i t ten 
examination in a t l ea s t two advanced courses 
relevant to h is topic of research, and to write up 
a disser ta t ion, based on some f ie ld work^ to qualify 
for the degree of M.Phil. I t being one year ' s 
course, tiie idea in permitting a student to supplicate 
for M.Phil, degree m i ^ t be to assess i f he possesses 
the ab i l i ty to conduct research leading to Fh.D» 
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This study Is mainly concemet vltb the urban, 
middle and lower class Muslim family of today in 
illgazii* A number of writers, both asplrlcal and 
theoretieal, say that the family is undergoitig 
disintegrating chajiges due to growing loss of 
functions as a result of IndustrlalizatLon and 
urbiaiization and secularizatLcii* No doubt many of 
the aspects of life, Mfhldoi were within the ambit of 
the family, hare passed from the scope of family in 
many advanced coanta?ies, and also in maror parts of 
India* But still ve lock at the Muslim family as 
a group which meets the needs, social, psychological 
and cultural, of its m^nbers, in t&ma of the Talues 
of Islam as well as of the particular tlnie and place 
in which family finds itself. OJhe problem then 
confronting us, as regard^ thid study, Is t Has the 
Muslim family, in fact, dtianged in its ess^itlals 
during the process of social'change throu^ %diich 
the Indian society as a whole has been paosing since 
the begliming of this century and more particularly 
since Independence? Ccaisequently, how far the 
structural changes have occurred in the !frislim family? 
Thus tiie purpose of this study, then, is to att^npt 
an answer to the above questions* 
. If -
2. PLAN AND METHODOLOGT It would not b© 
OF THE STUDY I 
appropriate to say 
a few words here concemljig ttie organization of the 
disseptaticai* In Chapter II, we have given a 
general theoretical review of thm family* In 
Chapter III» we have discussed the family froB the 
Indian view. Before discussing the Huslia faocLly, 
we considered it necessaiy to discuss Indian faoilyi 
because the Bidian Moslin family has grown and 
developed In this social setting, and It might be 
conducive to understand the extent of acconraodation 
and assimilation of Indian customs and culture* In 
CJhapter IV, we have tried to present a traditional 
view of Muslim family, as it was found in Arab 
Society, in order to see how far Indian Muslim 
family cotald change or retain its traditicanal 
structure and functions* In CSiapter ?, we have 
discussed the family structure in Aligarh in 
detail and social change, based on a survey conducted 
by us. The (Chapter VI, ccmsists of the suQEoary 
of the resi2lts and conclusions* 
nib cotlleet datai ve used two methodst 
1) Questlamiaire, and i i ) imstruotureA ixitenslve 
intertdrdws in respect of some aspects of fajnlly l i fe* 
As regards the questicnnairet i t vas both qtiantitative 
and ^wsHiS^^S^Smr type* QuaatitatiTel^ speakingf the 
qiiestiaB&aiz« sought such infcanoaticn as pareitagey 
background of the respondent, number of l:a?others 
and s i s t e r s , etc* QualitatiTely, tbe qi^estioimaire 
s o u ^ t to measure the a t t i tudes , beliefs and ideas 
ccaicemlng roles and author l t j of laother, father and 
sibl ingsi husband-vlfe roles and z^a t ion^s lps , etc* 
In designing the questicsmaire our intention 
vas not to make i t comprehensiTe, because we intended 
the protant study to serve as *Filot Study*, so 
tha t a perfect schediae, for our Hi.D. work 
i s frazDed. !Ihus our idea was to ntake i t the 
pi^eliminary study of the universe in question to 
get neoessazy information to form an early idea 
about i t . I t wi l l be on the basis of this information 
tliat ths actual schedule shal l be fraioed to col lec t 
data for the Hi«D* thesis* Bence the questionnaire 
vas lindted in nat%tre and ccaifined to the questions 
Vbiere socoe raticoial al ternat ive anlii'^rs were possible 
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and ^notional and psychcaoglcal factors vere not 
involved. 
jUt our intention WLS to use ttcLs study as 
* Pi lo t Study* y we also ec^oyed i ^ te^miquet in 
addition to the use of questionnaire limited tn 
nature and scope* of unstructured interview f«p 
discussing the emotioxial axui psychouLogical aspects 
of the family l i f e . I t was done with a view that 
intensive qual i ta t ive laaterial i s obtained^ nmd an 
insight into the phenomena i s gained. 9iis tedhnique 
was used because i t was thought tha t IJQ respect of 
some aspect of family life> superficial answers to 
simple questions would serve no useful purpose* 
Hence infoziiiants were encouraged to ta lk about ^ a t 
they wanted* Without a set of foziaal questions^ 
informants were able to yield u s ^ t i l information 
and eccpress l^eir ideology^ and vale ts and nozms. 
I t provided us the opportunity to discuss with the 
informants cer tain broad topics 9 vdiich oambled us to 
get a doeper insight of the problem* Some new aspects 
of the problem wre posed by the subjects» itdiich 
we had never thought of. Die advantage and 
usefulness of the unstructured interview was more 
- 7 -
obvious ySoBH we ease across a case of divorce* 
The «cause of divorce* woulcl not have been known 
by putting cme single direct question. ^ putting 
one single direct question. It would not have been 
possible to ha;ve a vivid, idea of these clroumstances 
which cooqpelled the couple to dissolve marriage* 
!I3ie same ml^it be true in case of husband-wife» 
child-parent and in-laws relationships* Mi 
unstructured interview helped us enter Into the 
life of the subject and realise the real scLgnificance 
of his various actions axKi reactions* 
Although the interviews in themselves were 
unstructured, this did not mean that the InfonaatlGii 
collected was arbitrazy - most of the material was 
essential, eit^ iyer to the present work or to the w o ^ 
to be undertaken after it* Our interviews were not 
totally unguided* Me had, however, coaistxvcted an 
interview guide - l*e* draim a general plan for 
the interview, various topics to be discussed, 
s<^e Important questions to be asked, if the 
relevant' information was not pouring' in* m bflef, 
during the pilot stage of the study, we had to 
develop an aide-memoire, to remind VLS the most 
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important aspects of the xaaterlal to be obtained* 
I t was prepared with a view to give general 
directiCBi in the matter and not putting the 
whole interview into a defini te nK>uld« 
3 . SELBCnCK OF In a primitive society 
THE SMPIE : ^^^ ^^^ usually 
res ident ia l groups of some 
kind* with recognizable boundaries, which correspond 
to scxse more or less precise social un i t s , and form 
conrnninities, Bural areas of ip.igarh also show 
some such coaommiities. But there are not such 
geographically determined localized social uni t s 
in the urban area of ^ligarh. Nonetheless, there 
are certain wards, idiich have f a i r ly well-defined 
bouzularies in the sense that , though these areas are 
not precise social un i t s , there are more interaction 
betw^n residents of those areas than with the 
residents of other areas. Hence the population 
in such areas i s h<SQOgeneous in respect of customs 
and habi ts . If we study, in such an area, a l l 
the h o u s ^ d d s , there would be no poss ib i l i ty of 
- 9-
obtaining additional material \diich mi^t be 
relevant and acadeioically more profitable* Such 
are as 9 in the words of Bajrmond Firth, may be 
called qoasi-coimEunitLes. As our alji was to 
maKe an intensive enquiry, it was prudent that 
relatively few households had been studied out 
of the population, and, tiierefore, it vaa necessary 
to apprd&cioate a small sample to a quasi-eosmnanity. 
For the purpose of obtaining empirioal data, 
we chose a stratified random sample of 100 families* 
Of the 100 families, we tried to select 50 fsBBllies 
from mi(Mle class and t2ie other ^0 families frcm 
poor class. It was dooe with a view to detect 
variation in the rate of social change in the families 
of two different classes. Bie manifest differences 
betwe^i the lower as opposed to the middle class 
families were in respect of education of the 
parents, domestic help at home rendered by children, 
nature and type of profession and vocation, and 
attitudes towards methods of child socialization. 
In many oiher respects, namely, social setting, 
langtiage, and religion, the sample, generally 
speaking, was homogeneous. 
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In the exKi, l e t us aay a fev words about our 
informants* Dieir individual character and 
ten^rament were variable, which affected the 
si tuat ion to a considerable degree. Notwithstanding 
tha t , in most cases the relaticxis with tham were 
not only pol i te but also aralatole, and that in 
various instances pract ical demonstraticms of this 
were given by informants to us* All th is gave 
an opportunity of «free flow* to much of the 
information obtained. I t enabled us to (»tch up 
one de ta i l in terms of another, relating quite often 
to intimate a f fa i r s , and helping to build up a pattern 
of relationships and a t t i tudes of Infonnaiits, 
Dae average number of interviews held with 
e a ^ faiiily \ja.a four; the number of hours spent 
with eacli household varied greatly, the average 
being e i ^ t hours*. 
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CHAP3ER II 
FMELY : A General Re?vlew 
1. SI(2TIFICANCE OF THE In the study of 
STUIff OF THE F-AMILY r. ^ * 
oxui/j. V* j..ii^  x-zvij-iij. human society as 
a \^ole, marriage and family cannot be oiaitted. 
They hare a fascinaticai for popular mind because 
they are identified with morality. 2ie family 
influences the whole life of a society in innumerable 
ways, and its changes reverberate through the whole 
social structure. 
!Die family is a fundactental unit as regards 
the socialization of the child and continues to 
serve as a socializing agency for the adult as 
well. Ifence conceived to be the »craddle of 
perscaMLLity** 
Family concerns with the paront-child relation-
ships and specifies their roles. It governs the 
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Tole relationship between kin. So family provides 
a »3rt of social grid for interactions betwe^i 
persons and acts as a »regularizer«« Sociologi<«l 
significance of famiJ^ also depends upon the nwltlfftri^as 
functions i t s t i l l performs. Social control, 
educatiOTi, re l igion, protectiont recreation, and 
the r e s t of the principal ins t i tu t iona l furictions 
are conducted by the faoily in these »>cietLes« 
2 . THE TmiMTLOS MaiTiage and family are 
OF HE maLIt j ^ ^ t e d but are not 
synonyiaous. Marriage i s ordinarily a relationsid-p 
between two persons of the opposite sex, >^ereas 
the family ordinarily involves two geaieratloais — 
parents and offspring. In short , the faraily i s fonaed 
b / the cer^aonial marriage of cales and females in 
every society — primitive or modem, result ing in 
the bi r th of offspring, with a few exceptions owing 
to natural incapacity of the couple or deliberate 
avoidance* I t means that family witiiout marriage 
i s inconceivable, yet the two 'a re really d i s t inc t 
- 1 » f -
1 
insti tuticais and laust be considered separately* 
for analytical purpose. 
The term family i s coBmonly applied to 
(1) tiie Harried father^ motiier and children; 
(2) one pai)ent and children; (3) husband and vlfe; 
(If) the ccouaati law manried couple with or without 
children; (5) a man or vcmm with one or m<xre 
spcmses, with or vdthout children; or (6) a group 
of related persons such as brothers, s i s t e r s , 
cousins, or aunts l iving together in the same 
2 l iv ing un i t . 
Burgess and Locke define the family as 
•A group of persons united by the ties of marriage, 
blood, or adoption; constituting a single household, 
Inberaeting and intercc^mmmicating with eadi other 
in their respective social role of husband and wife, 
mother and father, brother and sister, creating a 
1, Lintcxi, Balph, 23ie Study of Man, Hew York, 
Appleton-Ctentury-Crofts, Inc. 1936, p. 173t 
2. Baber, Bay F., Marriage and the FamiJy, New Xork, 
McGraw-Hill, 1953» P« 3« 
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coBBiion culture,» 
Klngaley Davis holds that the family i s a 
•group of persons whose re la t ions to one another 
are based upon consanguinity, and who are therefore 
2 kin to one another** 
Maclver writes that »The family i s a group 
defined by sex relationship sufficiently precise 
and enduring to provide for the procreation and 
upbrinlfing of children ••^ 
l e t us now c r i t i c a l l y examine the above 
definitloins. Burgess and Locke's deflnltioai, 
Inspl te of i t s shortcomings, Is preferable to 
1« Burgess, K.S«, and Locke, H.J . , The Famllys 
From InstLtutlcai to Companicwiship, New York, 
^Bierican Book Company, 1953> p» 
2 . Davis, Ktngsley, Human Society, New York, 
The Macmlllan Company, 19^9» P» 397• 
3 . Maclver, R.M., and Page, C.H,, Society: 
A Textboc* of Sociology, New Tork, Farrar & 
Rlnehart, 1937? p. 196. 
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that of KLngsley Davis. He has recognized the 
fact of a f f i l ia t ion to the family membership through 
tadopticii 'j yhereas Davis to ta l ly ignored this 
r ea l i t y . He has also eu^ihasized the ^household' 
and linteracticai* as tiie essraitial con^onents of 
family. Maclver and Page's definitioeit thoua^ 
short, but seans to be accurate and precise and 
May be applied iiniversaUy. I t co^'ers a l l the 
essent ia ls of a sociological definition. 3his 
definition avoids the question: whether the 
parents have been legally married. TSOLQ word 
•group* is capable of including raonoganyf polygamy, 
and pbiyandiy; • suff ic i^i t ly enduring* neatly 
side-steps a l l az^uments as to lifelong or extremely 
brief duration of the relat ionship; and «to provide 
for* the procreatd.an and upbringing of children i s 
broad enough to Include childless couples by 
implicatian.^ 
Maclver nanted taie follo\i. nj five coiaoion and 
universal character is t ics to an^xLify his definition 
of familyt (1) a mating relat ionship; (2) a form 
1. Baber, Bay E., op. c i t . p . 3 . 
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of raaridage or other ins t i tu t iona l arrangonent in 
aecoz^iaxice with which the mating relaticai i s 
eatablished and laaintainedj (3) a system of 
nomenclature J involving also a mode of reckcming 
descent; (k-) socie economic provision shared by 
the members of the group but liaving special reference 
to the eccsioBic needs associated with child-bearing 
and clilld-rearing; and generally (5) a cosBaon 
hali^tation, hocke or hoas^old , wliich, howevert may 
not be exclusive to the family group. 
To conclude tiie discussion, a workable definition 
of the fami3y be adapted as follows: 'Ihe huiian 
fajjiil^ i s more or less a permanent bio-social iixjup 
composed of a t l ea s t two cohabiting adults of the 
opposite sex and children, tov/ards whom they act as 
parents, and have a system of relaticaiships existing 
between them*. 
3« FAI-IILY TYIESj Family can be classif ied on 
the basis of the following 
factors : ( i ) Composition i . e . size of the fao.ily; 
1. l-Iadver, R.M., & Page, C.H., op. c i t . p . 196. 
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Cii) Hesidence; (lii) AMthorlty, and (IT) Descent. 
(i) Family Types A3 regards the ccaaposition and 
According to 
coB^sition* sii^ of the family group, the 
universally human conjugal 
family consists of *a nucleaus of spcuses and 
their offspring surrounded by a fring of relatives* 
i.e. husband and wife (parents) and tiieir immature 
children towards whcm tiiey assume the role of parents, 
including the adopted children as well. All 
authorities agree in re|jarding this mini maT 
biologically based family unit, just like marriage, 
as universal in all societies. 
Conjugal family is the characteristic of modem 
industrial societies, and seems to have develoi)ed 
as a consequence of the growth of individualism, 
reflected in property ri^jhts, law and general 
social ideas of individual happiness and self-
fulfilment, and as a corollary of geographical and 
social mobility. Its solidarity depends largely 
on sexual attraction and companionship between 
1. Linton, Ralph, op. cit, p. t?9. 
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husband and wife and between parents and children. 
When this unit comprises a residential kin group 
in its own right, it is called a nuclear faudJiy 
household* 
Contrary to the above, simpler and nc»i-
industrial societies are organized around the 
consanguine family, which includes 'a mwleaus of 
blood relatives surrounded l^ a fringe of spouses', 
i#e» it consists of blood relatives and idieir 
several conjugal family units. Bie consanguine 
family emphasises the kin and their mutual obligations* 
Nuclear families someldjnes combine, says Murdock, 
'like atoms in a molecule* to form larger 
residential kingroups. Bius, «any grouping 
broader than the nuclear family which is related 
by descent, marriage or adoption'•-* is called 
the extended family* 
1. Stephens, William N., Family and Kinship, in 
Neil J. Smelser (Ed) Sociology - An Introduction, 
New Delhi, Wiley Eastern Private Ltd., 1970, 
p. ^16-17. 
2* Linton, Ralph, op. cit. p. 195. 
3« Bell, N.W., and Vogel, E.F., Modem Introduction 
tc the Family, i960, p. 
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•Extended family* i s sometimes used not oii3jr 
to include but to be a synoaiym for joint family. 
Joint family i s , however, different and should be 
res t r ic ted to a form of family which has a number 
of dis t inct ive characterist icss su<^ as , co-residence, 
i,e# l ineal ly related persons of the same sex under 
the authority of a single head l ive in the same 
dwelling; couaiifflisality. I . e . sharing of property 
owned by a senior member wi l l en ta i l tha t the 
senior male will hold authority over the other 
members of the group; and some coEmon family cu l t . 
Hindu t radi t ional family i s the example of the 
jo in t family, 
( i i ) Family Types Family type can also be 
According to 
Besidence determined according to 
the residence of the laarried 
pa i r they take up after manlage, whidi i s known as 
the »Rule of Besidence'. liie main types of 
residences a re : (1) nato-local , (2) Uxori-local, 
(3) v i r i - l oca l , and (h) neo-local. 
According to the classificaticai of rules of 
residence given by Murdock, five types of families 
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are found: (1) Patrllocal family, (2) Matri-
patrllocal family, (3) Matrilocal family, 
(h) Amnculocal family, and (^ ) Neo-local family• 
(iii) Ffejnily lypes It means that the maternal 
Accardlng to 
Authority line is enqjhasised in 
descent and Inheritance, 
^^ ^ ^ M l y ^ ^ ^ ^^^* mother, or her 
brother, exercises domestic 
authority. The chief character is t ics of the 
societ ies where matril ineal system of family prevAils 
a re : (1) The maternal system tends to s t ress upon 
the ccaisanguine family than they do upon the conjugal; 
(2) authority within the family group belongs to some 
male representative of the wife's kin and not to the 
husband, (3) the descent i s traced through the 
mother, and ih) matri l ineal descent i s associated 
with matrilocal residence. 
(B) Paternal In th is case, father 's family 
Family 
assuiaes the greater importance. 
The pa t r i l inea l family assumes a number of forms, 
such as , * jo in t family', 'stem family' and 
»ej;tended family' . Notwithstanding this fact, 
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under this system the family i s a close2j kni t , 
inclusive system in which a l l authority, a t leaat 
in principle, belotigs to the paternal side. Paternal 
authority increased with the growth of a stable society. 
(C) Equalitarian or ©le democratic family i s 
Democratic 
Family one in wiJLch the husband 
and wife share the authority 
according to a pre-arranged division of labour. I t 
i s a group \diose l i f e i s based not primarily on the 
fear and force of authority, but cii the power of 
mutual respect and affection. I t rests on the 
principle of mutual self-sacidfice. I t also refers 
to the changing status of the yomen and the relationships 
betveKQ parents and children. ISie despotic power 
of husband/father over wife/children has broken 
down and instead the relaticaiships are governed 
by 'steady impact of democratic opinioais and custcms*. 
( iv) Family Urpes Bie term »patrilineal* 
According to 
Descent and »raatrilineal» refers to 
the tracing of relaticaiship 
to kin exclusively through males and females 
respectively. If in a society descent i s traced 
- 2 3 -
through fathepf the famLlj i s said to be pa t r i l inea l . 
In some societies mother i s regarded as the relevant 
parent for purpose of descent and so they trace 
the descent through mother, and to ta l ly neglect 
the father lliaie* !Qie societies which do so» ca l l 
the family as matrllineal family. The vast majority 
of kinship systems axe eitlier pa t i l l inea l or matril ineal. 
In both the cases the family i s termed as <unilateral*» 
since anly one par^it i s regarded as i ^evan t for 
purposes of descent. But in certain kinship groups 
descent i s traced tiirough both parents. Societies 
haTlng this system ca l l the family as ' b i l a t e ra l 
family«• 
*f. FmcnCSS OF socie t ies use the family in 
IHE FAMILT whatever form i t has developed 
to perform definite functions 
which each ascribes to i t . Some of these 
funct.i.ons could be performed in other ways and 
by agencies other than the family, but by and 
large family i s the most eff icient human relat ion-
ship structure devised by society for acccaaplishing 
certain essential functions. 
- ^ -
The main social functions of the family, according 
to I^vis , ares reproduction^ mainteasance, placec^nt 
and socializaticxi of the young.' Murdock considers 
the follovdns four functions fundaiaental to human 
social l i f e and family relationships* the sexual, 
2 the ec<»iaiaic, the reproductive, and the educational, 
Ogbum has indicated the following functionss 
(1) Economic, (2) protective, 0 ) re l igious, 
(h) recreational, (5) educaticnal, (6) social s ta tus , 
(7) Personality.^ ©le functions which the family 
perforins can be distinguished as the social and 
psychological ones. I t n^ans that the family has 
some definite functions ascribed to i t as a social 
in s t i tu t ions ; and, besides, i t performs some specific 
functions for i t s individual raerabears. 
1. Davis, Kkngsley, op. c i t . p . 395-6 
2 . Murdock, G.P., Social Structure, Hew York, 
The Macmillan Co,. I W i Chapter I , p . 
3 . Ogbum, W.F. and Tibbi t ts , Clerk, 'The Family 
and I t s Functions*, in President 's Research 
CciHinittee on Social Trends. Hecent Social 
Trends, New Tork, Mcfxraw-Hill Book Company, 
1933» pp-661-708, quoted by Harold Hoffscamaer 
in Hie Sociology of A^aeidcan Life, Englewood 
Gliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall, Inc. p. 326. 
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5 . THE FOTUHS OF The future of the soc ia l 
THE FAKILT family i s an important soc ia l 
prohlem, and t^nce has been 
discussed more solunaily and widely. The family i s a 
un ive r sa l i n s t i t u t i o n , and a l so the most nwltifunctional 
of a l l the in s t i t u t i c jus . The family of the e a r l y 
days, with i t s r u r a l background, i t s many chi ldren , 
i t s mult i funct ional d i a i a c t e r , and i t s pafetelarchal 
r o l e s , has become the idea l patl^em of the family 
as I t »shoi:ild« be* As t r a d i t i o n a l family has 
as surged an idea l qua l i ty in the mores, so a i ^ 
departanre i s viewed as an infringeE^nt upon the 
sacred va lues . "Sie ccaitemporary urban fanl ly i s 
an obvious departure from t l i i s p a t t e r n , and i t 
therefore arouses a vague uneasiness in the minds 
of those i)ersons whose standards are tased upon the 
family as i t used t o be. 
But s ince the Aaerican and Western socie ty has 
become increas ingly i n d u s t r i a l i z e d , urbanized, and 
secu la r i sed , the family has l o s t many of i t s 
former funct ions. Does the t r a n s f e r of functions 
frc»r tlie faniily to other i n s t i t u t i o n r e f l e c t a 
• fa i lure* of the family? In the words of 
- 2 6 -
Foote and Cotfcrell, »Family functions have often 
been trmisferred to other ins t i tu t ions , not 
because of the failure of the family to do i t s duty, 
but because another ins t i tu t ion could realise the 
values involved even more ful ly. * 
Ins t i tu t ions change^ both in structure and 
functions. J3ae family, l ike ot l^r ins t i tu t ions 
must change and miKe adaptations to new cultural 
conditions. Ths family has, no doubt, l o s t many 
functions, s t i l l i t performs some v i t a l functions which 
no other ins t i tu t ion can do, e.g. biological, 
affectional and socialization function. Even 
in Bussia, where the family has undergone by far 
greater clianges than arjyiidiere e lse in the world 
during the past tbJjHgr years, with nurseries for 
children and other services being highly developed 
under the ccaitrol of the s ta te so as to s t r i p 
the family of cany of i t s forcer functicais, i t s 
primary biological and sociological functians 
have not been affected. »^  
1. Burgess, E.¥. & Locke, H.J. , op. c i t . pp. 180-202. 
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6, WILL HJE As regards the ques&lcaa of 
disappearaace or l iqu ida t ion 
SURVIVE? 
of tlie family in fu ture , i t 
i s a topic of purely acadendc i n t e r e s t . But future 
t rends t i iat a r e l i k e l y to come off in the faniily a re , 
however, a matter of r e a l p r a c t i c a l ccsicem and 
deserve very spec ia l cons idera t ion . 
HiQ I n d u s t r i a l Bevolutiwi and tlie growing 
precloiainance of urban l i f e have brought changes in 
soc ie ty and s o c i a l inst:ltutd.ons. liie family, l i k e 
o ther soc ia l i n s t i t u t i o n s , has s t r uc tu r e and functions, 
and in 3?espect of both, l i k e them, i s changing and 
i s making e f fo r t to adapt and adjust i t Mjre 
effect ivel j ' ' to changing soc i a l coi:;ditians» Recent 
y e a r s , hoijever, i'lave witnessed profound changes in 
the faniily — the t r a d i t i o n a l ro l e s and s t a tuses 
have been modified* I t lias l o s t many of i t s 
funct ions , which have been taken over by other soc ia l 
institutioaris or agencies. iJie family i s a lso 
ciionging trori a formal au tho r i t a r i an i n s t i t u t i o n to 
one \^e re companionship i s emphasised more than the 
s t r i c t au tho r i t a r i an mores of the pa s t . 2ie 
inf luence of the family upon the individual has 
- 28 -
decreased in maiiy ways, bu t the emotional ccaitent of 
the cosntenqporaiy r e l a t i onsh ip has been even s t ronger 
than before. 
The s o c i o l o ^ s t s have expressed two kinds of 
views about the future of the faiaily: pess imis t ic 
and op t imis t i c . !I5ie former emphasises the 
exceedingly high r a t e of fanilly breaiteiown* Soroiiin 
1 
says , '•Tl:ie faniily has grcwn Q-VGV more laistable'U 
ZinnGrma.n s t a t e s tliat tthG fu ture of the family in 
our 3ocie!y la as ye t unclear • • • • we limst recogniise 
in r e a l i t y our system (family) i s approaching a 
p 
c r i c i s . *'^ 
The ppt ini is t ic view, on the other hand, recognizes 
the r a p i d changes t ha t t h i s i n s t i t w t i c n has experienced 
during r e ^ n t decades and i t s consequent i n s t a b i l i t y 
and weakness. They recognise t h a t the faiaily i s 
now facing the t a s k of adjust ing i t s e l f to a coinplex, 
1. Sorokin, Pi t r i ia A#, The C r i s i s of Our Age, New York, 
E .P . Button and Company, 19**'1» P« l87» 
2 , Zimmerman, Carle C*, *23e Social Conscience and 
tlie Paraily*, America-'n Journal of Sociology, 
Vol, 52, Hovanber, 1 9 ^ , p . 268, Quoted by 
L3\}3. Sldidge i n *Fund5iaentals of Sociology, 
New York, Thomas X. Crowell Coapany, 19^0, p . ?12» 
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Industrial ized urban ways of l i f e . Tru3jr speaking, 
i t i s adapting i t s e l f to the changing environment, 
ra ther than declining. 
2ie central factor of continuity between the 
old and the i^w family in Russia i s an Intangible but 
very real thing, vis*, deep faoily feeling and the 
affection and solidtftde of parents for 
children, 'i^iich survived the Ravolution and nov i s 
asain being expressed freely and openly, ©lis 
means, u-ierefore, ' t ha t the capacity of the family ti» 
pe r s i s t ijiKler unfavourable conditions has been 
dramaticaTly confiined by th^ outcOine of events in 
the Soviet union. The evidence from tlie great 
Russian experiments seems to prove that tiie family 
can survive without the support of law and even in 
the faos of oOvemmental attempts to weaken and 
undenaine i t . » 
In 'view of the di rect a:id indirect benefits 
of the fg'.-illy, i t i s an ii.scparable pai't of hum^i 
1. Burgess, E.W., & Locke, H.J . , op. c i t . p. 201-2. 
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life« Hence, in the words of Burgess and Locke, 
»it seems safe to predict that the family will 
survive, betai because of its long histca^y of 
adaptability to changing conditicjais and because of 
the importance of its functions of affection -^. 
giving and receiving in personal satisfaction and 
in personality developai«at# • But ±t is a fact that 
the traditional, patriarchal, authoritarian, and 
indissoluble family is changing, and is being 
replace! slowly and slowly by a new equalitarLan 
and comparatively a small family, a family centared 
about conjugal affection and child rearing. 
- 31 -
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CHAPOER i n 
FMIIZ - Indian View 
U INTROmCTICK I t i s widely held that 
India ' s social system as 
a conceptual frameworic refers to three closely 
in terre la ted levels of group organization: Caste, 
Joint Family and Village. The classic form of 
family in India i s that of the jo in t family. I t i s 
prescilbed In certain of the sacred Hindu books 
and has prevailed in the land for centuries. 
3Jie principal features of the jo in t family of 
t radi t ion ares that i t i s three-four genei^tioti in 
depth, that i t s members l ive under the same roof, and 
that property, of whatever kind, i s shared by a l l ; 
I t i s a self sufficient un i t socially and econcMnically, 
the centre of the imlverse for the whole family, the 
- 33 -
arbi te r of l i f e ' s important decisions, toe supplier 
of daily and l ifetime i^eds, the reservoir of deep 
loya l t i e s and "bonds of affection. I t i s a kinship 
grcup tiiat serves a t once as place of abode and 
centre for social* r^ r r^ tLcna l , and religious 
ac t iv i t ies* I t i s within th i s family c i rc le that 
a l l mcoi^ntous decisions are made - of education, 
career, marriage, and a l l inq)ortant events take place 
worship, weddings and other celebrations, bir ths and 
deaths and the i r appropriate ceremonies. 
TtiQ Joint family structure described here i s 
today more the characteris t ics of rural than of the 
urban families, of the upper caste and wealthier 
s t r a t a , of the more orthodox sectors than of those 
which have taken over western t r a i t s , and of Hindu 
tiian of Muslim coimnunitiBs. 
2. DWmiTim OP 33ie term joint family has 
JOINT FAMILT ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ 
sociologists , yet , surprisingly enough, there i s 
divergence of opinion as regards the connotation 
of the term. However, in ordinary parlance, 
-3^-
•joint ftunLly* means two or more elementary families 
join^ together. In brief, joint family is a giroup 
of kins of several generations, ruled by a head, in 
which there is joint residence, hearth and properlgr, 
and Tidiose members are bound witti each other by 
mutUEil obligations. Xhe chief characteristics of 
joint family are: coumcai residence, common kitchaa, 
joint property, common worship, mle of the pater 
familia and ccmsciousness of mutual obligations 
among family members.. 
According to 'Notes and Querries on Anthropologyt 
"a group may be described as a joint family \dien 
two or more lineally related kinsfolk of the same 
sex, their spouses and off springs, occupy a single 
homestead and are jointly subject to the same 
authority or single head. 
A precise and scholarly description of Hindu 
joint family is given by Davis, Mandelbaum, Karve 
and Bailey. According to DarLs 'the joint family 
consists of males having a common male ancestor, 
female offspring not yet married, and women 
brought into the group by marriage. All of these 
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persons might l i ve in a ccanmon houa^old or in 
several, households near to one another. In any 
case, so long as the j<xlnt family i s held together, 
i t s meinibera were expected to contribute to the support 
of the whole and to receive f rom i t a share of the 
t o t a l product,» 
According to Mandelbaum, »Ihe classic fonn 
of the family in India i s that of the joint family•» 
I t consists of »a number of imrried couples and 
the i r children \dio l ive together in the same household. 
All the men are r e l a t a l by blood, as a man and his 
sons and srandscais, or a set of brothers and the i r 
sons and graMsons} the women of the household 
are their wives, unnarried daughters and perhaps 
the widow of a deceased kinsman. Though . . . • 
modem trend i s for smaller households ••#• there are 
households in ^ i c h four generations are to be found 
l iv ing under one roof. Bach married couple 
generally has i t s own bedroom . . . . but there i s a 
common kitchen in which food i s prepared for the 
whole household* All property i s held in common. 
1. Oavis, Kingsley, Human Society, New York, 
Macsdllan Company, 1 9 ^ , p . W . 
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The senior male, usually the father, i s the maiiager 
of the fancUy funds . . . The women of the family 
have no ownership in the conmon property, t hou^ 
they have the r ight of maintenance so long as they 
are members of the family** 
»A joint family*, says I rava t i Karvej ' i s 
a group of people who generally l ive under one roof, 
who eat food cooked in one kitchen, who hold property 
in common, par t ic ipate in ccMmnon family worship, and 
are related to one another as some part icular type 
2 
of kindred* • She has, thus, emphasized the comiaon 
residence, coiamon hearth, jo in t property, c<»mnon family 
gods, and the group of persons recognizing oommaa 
descent within a certain degree* 
•Jims ttiQ l)asic elements of jo in t family arej 
( i ) Patr i l ineal descent, ( i i ) common property, 
( i i i ) property i s not divided on death of head of the 
family (iv) common kitchen, (v) common gods, and 
(Ti) members mostly l ive under one roof. 
1. Mandelbaum, Davis G., «The Fandly in India ' in 
R*N* Aishen, op. c i t . p* l67-9« 
2. Karve, I rava t i , Kinship OrganisatiOTi in India, 
Bombay, Asia Publishing House, 3rd Edn. 1968, p* 8* 
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3 . isms op Joint families amongst Hindus 
J O I N I F « [ I I can be distinguished 1« terra 
of descent* Matrillneal and Pat r i l inea l . 
(1) MatiHineal or m this type of Joint 
Matriarchal jo in t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ 
family 
mostly the mother is 
considered to be the 
originator or ancestor of such a family. A mother 
is the bead of the family and she weilds the authority. 
Ancestral traditioai and inheritance are affected 
throu^ the mother. But the actual administrative 
power, even in this system, rests with the male — 
her brother* Matriarchal familiGs are to he found 
in the Nayar and Tiya castes of Kerala and Khasi 
and GOTO tribes of Assam in India. 
(2) Patrilineal or In this type of ;lolnt 
Patriarchal Joint ^^^^^^^ ^ ^ ^ . ^^^^ 
family 
father or gi^nd father 
i s tl-io l^ad of the family. 
Such families are regarded to have the i r origin from 
sorue male and accordingli' male child has more 
importance in the family* Only male member has 
- 3 8 . 
the property r igh t s . I t appears that in said^i t 
India, male head of a ^oint family vas vested with 
power to punish to any member. A Hindu ^oint 
family i s mostly of patr iarchal type* 
If* STBUCTDRAL ASPEdS OF Because of the 
mDm(»AL miXJ comnMnal, cooperaUve 
JOINT FAMILY 
nature of jo int fandly 
l i f e , a ;^>ecial kind 
of familism has been, developed ^ich involve duties 
amd obligations accepted without questioo by family 
as a vdide and by its individual n^mbexs* OSie joint 
family is peculiarly a product of an €igricultural 
econcmi in which land, as a necessaxy base, is 
highly valued. In this context, sonship is of 
primary iiaportanc© in the pat:flarchal. family to 
guarantee the ccaatlnuity of land owiership through 
inheritance from one graieration to the next. In 
the joint family,it has be«i call.ed 'coparcenary*, 
for all sons to inherit equally at birth. Although 
the eldest male Is regarded as the manager and 
trustee of the family property, most decisions are 
jointly made and executed. iJiis shared responsibility 
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for safeguarding and perpetuating the family 
enterprise, \diatever it may be, binds the male 
members of the family togetiier in a lifelong concern 
for the welfare of their inheritance and contributes 
very heavily to the values engendered by this imiqi^ 
type of extended family. It also gives support 
to the attitudes and sentiments surrounding toe prac-
tices of providing protection and security to the 
young, the unmarried or widowed females, the aged 
parents, grandparents, and other kind, the sick and 
indigent, and all within the family circle who are in 
need of assistance* 
Let us now consider the specific mores of 
relationships among members of a traditional joint 
family. As regards relations between the husband and 
wife, BMtual fidelity till death is regarded tiie 
highest dharma for husband and wife. Manu prescribes 
'the conscicusness of a permanent and unbreakable 
friendship* as the true goal of marriage, Ube 
husband should not only be devoted to his wife but 
should resj)ect her and please her* 
- »fO -
A3 regards ths husband's authority over the wife, 
she has to subject herself to the authority of her 
husband; and should never, in the opinicai of Manu, 
do anything that might displease him. She should 
renounce whatever her husband did not please. 
As regards father-son and mother-son relationships, 
in religious books and Epics very high degree of f i l i a l 
reverence is expected of the sons and daughters. Both 
father and mother are venerable, but father i s the obiject 
of more reverence than mother for the sons. Bie 
acquisition of son was ccaisidered to be the primary 
aim of imrriage, because he i s supposed to rescue the 
souls of the deceased ancestors from the h e l l . Besides, 
a son in tlie family i s also looked upon as a great 
bond of affection in the family. Ihe position of the 
e ldest son, however, i s peculiar in the Hindu family. 
He i s respected and honoured by his younger brothers, 
i f he behaves as an eldest brother. After the 
fa ther ' s death, the sons may l ive under the eldest 
brother 's control, pay him the reverence and honour. 
The eldest brother shcwld always t r ea t the younger 
brothers with tenderness and affection, and maintain 
and protect them. 
- if1 -
Having discussed the norms of i^latlcais of 
members in the Hindu family as enjoined lis' religious 
books, we shal l e:sBimine the relaticaiships as are 
prevailing in the jo in t families In different regions. 
In jo in t fandJies, because they are of three-four 
gene rations 9 some persons have to exercise pover and 
shoulder some respons ib i l i t ies . In other vords, tii«gr 
should have the ' ab i l i ty to exercise authority and 
control over the acticais of o t h e W , and be subject 
to "the accountability to other individuals or groups 
of Indivisuals for his or their owi acts or the acts 
of others*. The allotment of rights and duties 
in jo in t families i s on tiie basis of age and sex. 
Men are responsible for the f inancial support and 
general adizdnistraticm of the large jo in t family. 
Women are also required to manage the household work. 
The wife of the head of the house theoret ical ly had 
complete authority over the organization of the work 
of other women, but in rea l i ty we find some laxi ty 
of rulesf Except in farm families, women did not 
work outside the home, and men typically had l i t t l e 
to do with household tasks. 
- i*a -
Every person In a joint fandly fills a variety 
of authority position during his life time* He may 
even have to occupy several different positions 
at the same time. For instance, if he is a father, 
he may also be a son to the grandfather of the house, 
brother to a sister, uiKjle to a nephew or niece aiKi 
husband to his \fife« His authority will vary in all 
these positions* 
ISae eldest male, whether father or grandfatiher, 
is usually acknowledged as the head of the family* 
He has theoretically coniplete authority over family 
mecfcers, but short of the i)ower of life and death 
over them as was commotn in ancient Rcanan families* 
In villages it is still upheld by attitudes of respect 
and fear, though in urban areas the attitude has 
changed* 
Ross reports that grandfather*s authority in fact 
varied in different families. At times it was 
•strong* and his role was rouch like that of a 
•dictator*; or other times it was weak ^Bd the family 
relationships were more »e quail tar Ian •* In any 
1* Ross, Aileen-D*, 2he Hindu Family in Its Urban 
Setting, Oxford University Press, 1961, p* 93» 
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case» there i s a t l e a s t one dominant grandparent 
In most large jo in t fanrilies, but, on the iifeole, 
they were not as Influential as they had been. 
In the traditicaial jo int family women were 
theoret ical ly allotted, a subordinate poeition to 
men. Even today they do not have ccmtpaLling 
positions before the law> or in wavy economic or 
social l e t t e r s . However, tliey did have important 
positions in the i r own sphere. 2ie wife of the eldest 
male member, usually tlie ^andmother, had a clear 
position of autliority as head of tiie domestic side of 
the household. iOJ. doiaestic routine nat ters w%re 
completely UFider her control. But if she had 
except!cnal qua l i t i e s , she could even weild greater 
influence over the EJale head 'behind the scene*. 
I f the grandfather died before her, as he often did, 
she might inher i t his mantle of authority over a l l 
family affairs since her influence over her sons 
was usually so strong that she could dominate the 
family. 
A father of a family only has this position of 
conqplete authority i f he i s the head of a jo in t family. 
- Iflf -
If he i s only the father of a family laait within the 
jo in t family, and not the senior male meidber, did not 
appear to havB much power. Hence his power was 
confined to the day-to-day affairs of his own wife 
and chi ldra i , because his own small family uni t was 
merely part of the large whole, 
A woman's authority in the jo in t family was 
determined by the position of her husband in relat ion 
to h i s brotilers. Her position improves when she 
gives b i r th to a son and she receives «esteem iik the 
family, a greater degree of independaice, and the 
r ight to ha\re her voice heard in the women's quar te r* . 
If she was the wife of the e ldes t brother, she would 
eventually be expected to assume conrplete authority 
2 
in the dcxasstic sphere. 
According to customary law, the wife was on 
a lower level in tlae ti-aditicmal ItLndu family. Tbe 
power of the husband over tlie wife was absolute and 
comnan. 
1 
1. Handelbaum, op* c i t . 108 
2. Ibid. p . 101 
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In the t rad i t ional jo in t family, the eldest 
brother holds a powerful position — the highest 
position next to the father* Being more experiaa^sed 
than younger brothei^t he leads and guides theca* 
After father* 8 Aeathi he has t o shoulder soam 
economic responsibil i ty for family laerabers e*3» 
marrying h is younger s i s t e r s , providing education to 
younger brothers. 
In the t rad i t ional Hindu family, the brother^ 
s i s t e r relationship was ext^iely close in nature* 
If the s i s te r was older, the relationship was more 
equal* In most cases the older s i s t e r enjc^ed 
authority over h i s youn^jer brothers, provided she had 
some personal ab i l i ty to d<aninate. 
5. MCXDmCAZECKS IN India i s t n a period of 
THE JOINT FAHIIJr . .^^ ^ ^ ,t -,^4 
A u:. uw '^.A *«-»j.*«. t ransi t ion from folk-religious 
to modera-secular s4K:iet7« 
Ind ia ' s leaders have since IndependCTice, greatly 
realized the necessity of fundamental change in her 
social and economic l i fe* Besides, India has also 
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been affected hy many of tiie dbanges origijmting in 
the West. Hence i t becaoies necessary to discuss 
the main fsu^tors wbidti haire a l>earing en the 
jo in t family-as regard modifications in i t . 
<a) Industr ial isat ions India has adopted a policy 
of industrializing tim 
coui;try, T^aich i s mtura l ly followed by urt)aiiizaticai. 
I t i s said th&.t industr ial izat ion has contributed 
nruch to the disintegration of tlie jo in t family. 
Industrialiiiaticai pulled persons of different families 
out of the narrow l imits of jo in t fainilies, and nade 
the li^inbers of the joint fariily economically independent, 
and so weakened the t ies of cooperative and coammal 
l i f e . 
(b) Url^nleiatianj More and more young and middle-
aged j)eople, part icularly males, 
have be«i leaving tlie rura^. areas for centres of 
industries to seek greater and bet ter econoiiic 
opportunities, Biey have to leave behind the 
ancestral joint-family residence! and to establish 
new houses for the i r own — may be nuclear type or 
extended, but small in s ize . In the urban set t ing, 
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the structure and functions of the fai&JPiy h^ve changed 
from the old erne* ISae husband and wife vho s t a r t 
a nefw faniily, have to share greater responsibjLLitles* 
The children do not find grand-parents, aunts and 
uncles; and i i^ tead of cousins, they search for play 
mates e i ther in the neighbourhood or sdiool^ Bie 
new family, being an independent ent i ty , ims to play 
varic»as roles — of br^ad-winnlng, household management, 
and have to adjust i t s e l f to a new kind of l i fe* iQius 
both the structure and functdLcsis of tliis small family 
have taken a form different from Idmt of the tradit ional 
jo in t famiJy. 
(c) Education: !Ehe impact of greater educational 
opportunities since independeiice 
has toMched young generation from elementary school 
through hi^Jaer education. Indiajti Constituticn 
provides for the u n i v e r s e education, and efforts 
have been made to make a t l e a s t elementary ^uca t ion 
available to a l l boys and g i r l s upto the age of 
fourteen. !Biis has not only increased the number 
of boys and g i r l s in schools, but has also provided 
opportunities to won^n to enter in to professional 
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empapyiaent, Educaticai for technical and professional 
careers requitre that yaimg people should go froci 
hcane outside for a Icmger period, and to pursue a 
profession independent of family and caste, and, 
therefore, to remain away from thei r jo in t families* 
I t has made the jo in t l iving d i f f icu l t , hence nuclear 
type of family in urban areas i s en tiie increase, 
(d) Social Hindu marriage and family 
Legislation 
l i f e have always been 
governed by anciei&t custoisis 
and re l ig ious practices than by established laws. 2be 
two distinguished schools of judic ia l tiiought - the 
Mitakshara and Dayabhaga have heavily influenced Hindu 
practices concerning liSLrriage, inheritance, and 
contract* 
Some recent social leg is la t ion , such as the 
Hindu Married w<anen»s Bight to Separate Hesidence and 
Maintenance Act, ( 1 9 ^ ) , '£he Hindu Marriage Act (195?) 
and the Hindu Successicsi Act (1956) have di rec t 
tearing can the jo in t family, and consequently the 
character is t ics of jo in t family have undergo!^ 
modificatians, i f they have not altogether change. 
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Hiey have at least influenced the solidarity of joint 
family, if not broken them altogetaier. 
(e) Social In the past, the Joint faisily 
caiange 
was responsible for arranging 
the marriages and daughters and 
providing suitable dowries. How the educated girls 
and boys prefer love-marriages over arranged marriages, 
because both sexes get opportunity to mix more freely 
in the academic and business world. Hence young 
people choose their o\m marriage partner. 
Bie joint family is now no more regarded »an 
insurance for the future•• More education has its 
economic aspects too — it provides »security* 
to the members of a family. Not caily for males 
but for girls as well, education is coming to have 
economic and social value. It not only acts 
as a necessaiy step to employment in ever-increasing 
members of fields, but also as an asset in preparation 
for marriage, son©times as a valuable dowiy consi-
deration. Education and legislation, both have also 
provided opportunities to the women for freedom to 
enter into a profession outside her home. This has 
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granted her a greater economic and social status• 
6, CONCLUSION In India, the powerful combination 
of social , economic, and religious 
or i^iilosophlcal functions within the ^olnt family 
has niade this a n d ^ i t and respected ins t i tu t ion 
continue to survive in the l^ce of strong forces 
playing in i t t o vealsen i t s hold. AS a social 
s t ructure, especially adapted to vi l lage l i f e , i t 
stands in a vulnerable positicm ev&ci a t this stage 
of India 's development v*ien this nation moves towards 
a secular society through vast programmes of change. 
Parally in modem India i s a lso affected by many 
of the changes originating in the west especially 
industrialism and the concomitant growth of scient i f ic 
knowledge and extensicm of coiiaiiunicatian,new social 
legislat icm. Owing to ths inrush of people from 
t^e vil lages to the c i t i e s , changes have been occurring 
in the structure of the family relationships also. I t 
i s , therefore, stated that the t rad i t ional Hindu 
jo in t family I s disintegrating, and creating thereby 
a number of psychological, social and ecoiiomic 
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prbbloas of growing importance* 
One of the important and basic changes that 
takes place with the ccsning of urbanization and 
industrialization is a shift in the rights and 
duties of the differ«it family members. Bie 
traditional concept of family responsibility has 
been one of the reasons for the solidarity of the 
joint faiaily in the past, and has served the function 
of knitting the members, and of eeven more distant kin, 
into a strong syston of mutual responsibilities and 
obligations. But today there is a change in attitudes 
of responsibility to relatives. OMs change is not 
imiform in all parts, but varies considerably 
according to criteria as urbanization, affection, 
past assistance, and the degree to which the family 
has changed from a joint to a nuclear type. Several 
informants insisted that many nuclear families no 
longer feel respon^ble for, or want to look after their 
relatives. In fact they often refuse to do so. 
AS the joint family is undergoing transformation 
and beccaaing of the nuclear type, a change in the 
structure of the authority pattern in the family is 
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also taking place. Qiere are indloatiGiis that the 
children are trying becoming eroancipated from pajpental 
control , whereas parents are slow rather reluctant 
to relinquish the moral right of parental control, 
©lis leads to conflicts within tiie fansily. Gradually 
these conflicts become of such an intense nature that 
tliey f inally may lead to the disintegration of the 
fadly. 
Bie impact of the various fcarces that impinge cai 
the jo in t family i s as significant as t he i r impact on 
caste* Hence some scholars held that the jo in t 
family system may disintegrate and that t3cie trends 
of happenings point to i t s ulitmate doom. 
Bie younger generation i s , no doubt, dissat isf ied 
with the suffocating atmosphere of the joint family 
but side by side they appreciate the benefits of i t . 
Hence many people are not prepared to breakaway 
from the joint family, hence they believe vfcat i s 
needed i s *con^romise and adjustment*• Prof. Kapadia 
quoted from B.V. Siah's opinion survey that , a l t h c u ^ 
a large proporticjsi i s not against the jo in t family, 
some changes in perscaial. relaticsiships within i t 
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are considered essent ia l . Shah concluded that 
*63 per cent of the students showed readiness to 
l i ve joint ly with parents even i f economically 
separate families are maintainable.• 
Hie proportion of nuclear famines In urban 
areas i s naich higher than in the rural areas. !]Jie 
jo in t family i s much more favoured among the agricul-
tu ra l castes, Nuclearity i s probably on the increase 
due to the preference of such people for their own 
independent households. Hence with the increase 
of higher education and consequent settlement iJi 
towns and c i t i e s for salaried work, there i s greater 
demand for adjustoent of relat ionship, within the 
family. Preference to es tabl ish Independent 
nuclear homes, does not mean that they do not wish 
to maintain cordial relat ions witti the parent 
household or other branches of i t . The Urdversity 
School of Economics and Sociology Bcsabay conducted 
"The Economic Survey of Greater Bombay In 1957j of 
13>369 families, and found that the preponderance 
cf jo in t families in the hi^i ly industrial ized c i ty 
of Bombay i s clearly indicated. Thus ci ty of Bombay 
has clearly revealed that even in urban areas the 
. 5 ^ . 
occurrence of the jo in t family fe s t i l l high. 
We find cases vdiere althcwgh the property i s divided 
and income of the members i s not pooled, the ccaist4tue&t 
households maintain the i r connections t h r o u ^ mutual 
cooperation and r i ^ t s and obligations other than 
those conceming property* 
CoEmoai residence and a comixm kitchen are 
considered in5)ortant external insignia but are 
seldom necessaxy to jo in t l iving in the present 
prevailing conditions. Prof» Rapadia holds that 
even i f the family i s not jo in t in the t radi t ional 
manner and has rather the appearance of a nuclear 
family i t may s t i l l have to be classed as a jo in t 
family in view of the relationships of the constituent 
members to the head of the family and also the 
generation depth of the group* 
In brief, the above discussicxi may lead us to 
conclude, although the jo int family has not 
disintegrated as i s g«ie ra l ly believed, the 
t radi t ional family has been passing through several 
s t ra ins and stresses* In India, both among the 
Hindus and Muslims, i t i s comnonly expected that a 
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male should look af ter his old parents and also 
support teciiage brothers and s i s t e r s , Bws this 
kind of joint family i s based on emotional intensi ty, 
moral obligations and i s backed up by public opinicm. 
Therefore »so long as this cul tura l ideal pers i s t s , 
care vritU continue to be tsd^en of joint-family 
dependants; and so long as th i s obligation applies 
be ^ 
and i s recognized, ttie jo int family will/sustained,» 
Ihe impact of industr ia l izat ion and urbanization in 
India on jo int family has not been so great as to 
brino about i t s disintegratlcm, and nor i t i s l ikely 
to be to ta l ly disintegrated in future. I t i s , 
however, certain that modifications in interperscaial 
relaticaiship amcaig the const i tuai t members of the 
jo in t family must ccaae off. 
1. Kapadia, op, c i t . p, 307 
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CEAFOER IV 
TMim t Muslim View 
1. INTRQDUCHOK At the time of Prophet Mohaiooiad 
there was no imiform gystem of 
family relatLcxiships in the Arabia of his day. The 
Prqphet desired, without departing too far from 
loca l pract ices, to ortablish a "uniform system, 
wliich must be in conscnance with the teachings and 
tenets of Islam. As the c i rc le of Islamic society 
became so widened that i t included diverse people 
frcan different regions and ciiltures, i t became 
inevitable to adapt the Islamic society and relationships 
according to the new circumstances. llMrefore there 
was progressive adaptaticn and e^jansion of regulations 
concerning family l i f e as new problems brought about 
by new si tuat ions presented themselves. Finally 
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these regulations were crystal l ized into the 
lega l system of Islam* azid i t i s tbls legal system, 
based on the regulations of the Prqpbetts own 
time but adapted and amxxLified to su i t the Islamic 
world of the th i rd and fourth centuries, which 
regulates the family relationships of Mudlm 
comnuriities throu^out the world today. 
Islam i s a religion %ftdch does not re la te to 
only r i tua l practices but encoaapasses the vdiole of 
l i f e , i . e . a l l aspects of hiaman l i f e . Hence to 
discuss family in Islam, one has to talk about 
the whole of Islam, because the Quran has given us 
a l l our laws — po l i t i ca l , c i v i l and personal. 
H^ice the discussion of the Islamic family requires the 
writer to be not only sociologist , but his tor ian, 
eccaiomlst, pol i t ican and theologian — a l l rolled 
in to one. 
Bidefly, a t presa i t , there has been the 
awakaiing of the ent i re Muslim world with i t s 
inevitable upheavals and cr ises ; and the eentre of 
t h i s problem i s the predicament of the family, 
ii^ose sondent frame-'work has brc^en up. And a t the 
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centre i s the won^n. I t i s she who i s es^)osed 
to the storm — ©aancipaticjn of women * that 
shakes the \diole fahric of the family structure* 
!I3ie whole question of any change in tiie t radi t ional 
family structure and the emancipation of Muslim 
woman i s so -Uaomy and tanjled as regards aaotianal 
prejudices* 
Since our society i s based on the Quran, the 
wil l to refoim, tlie task of purifjring islam from 
what corrupted and paralysed i t , has gone hand in 
hand with a return to the original sources of 
our re l igious, and a new, more l ibe ra l interpretat ion 
of the sacred tex t . Practical man as well as 
thinkers have adopted th is way of shaking off the 
i ne r t i a of thei r country while remaining faithful 
to the true s p i r i t of the Quran. Poli t icians are 
obliged, as par t of the i r task of modemi8at2lOia, 
to by-pass certain customs deeply rooted in Muslim 
cul ture . Ihis they do in the name of the free 
interpretat ion of the word of God, and Aether 
or not these differing interpretat ions have any 
great religious value, the method employed i s 
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revea l ing . No reform of t r a d i t i o n a l Muslim society 
can uiKierEiii^ i t s base» the Quran. I f t h i s were 
t o happQi i t would no longer be a reformed world 
bu t coraplotely changed one. I t i s t r u e tha t TuKicey, 
under Iftistapha Kemal, decided t o bx^ak with the 
t r a d i t i o n a l Islamic laVf and to e s t ab l i sh the new 
secula r s t a t e adopted ins tead the Swiss CLvil Code. 
But the c i i f f icu l t ies the Turkish leacter encountered 
i n applytoij h i s refcwrms and t l ^ development of 
popular r e l i g i o u s f ee l ing , have resn4.ted in Turkey 
remaining an i s o l a t e d ins t ance . I t should be 
sa id tliat there i s a good deal of va r i a t ion within 
the muslim world as to the kind and degree of 
reform, p o l i t i c a l , c i v i l ard r e l i g i o u s , being car r ied 
out in the various muslim coun t r i e s . Hotwitiistanding 
the f a c t , the Quran s t i l l d i r e c t s the pri-irate l i f e of 
the Belie^/er; but public l i f e I s l i t t l e by l i t t l e 
escaping from i t s ccontrol. 
2 . TXEE OF A fuwiaraental point t o note i s 
^•^'^•^^ that the Muslim l a rd ly was 
not a crea t ion of the prophet MohamiiEid. I t i s the 
transformed shape of the o r ig ina l Arab faiuily, placed 
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witMri the framework of a higher 2?eligic5n. 
(A) Patr iarchal: Sociologically, in ccantrast to 
the Christian fandly, the 
traditicjual Muslim family i s not bajied on the couple, 
but solely OR the masculine l i n e . So the t rad i t icna l 
Muslim family has been patr iarchal . I t mBsms that 
the Head of the family maintains his autliority over 
his wife or wi'cres, over his children, even \&Len of age. 
The child of a married wonan l^lon f to the husband. 
KG doubt, tiie husband i s superior to liis wife, the 
position of the \d.fe in conjugal l i f e depends, as i t 
does elseidhere, cm her .ijidi-uidual ab i l i ty to act 
corisisttmtly and to ensure that her opinions are listened 
t o . Many mothers exercise, over the meir.bers of thei r 
households, an authority alriost equal to that of 
the husband. 
(B) Extended Obe extended fa;nlly i s the 
Family 
predominating fandJLy systeia 
among Arabs. !Ehorefore a typical household ordinarily 
consists of husband and wife (wives), unmarried ciiildren, 
marrie.i sons and their vive-s and children. Ihe ideal 
Arab family v;as a large extended family under one roof. 
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Ideally, there would "be no divorce; there might be 
second or third wife; and a l l the wives would have 
many childr^i . She father would continue to supervise 
tiie work of the facdly* The brothers would l i ve 
in hanaony, with some authority given to the eldest 
son* After the fa ther ' s death, the eldest brother 
woiald continue to handle the family finances, but 
would deal equitably with a l l h i s brothers. If s 
marriea s i s t e r was divorced or widowed, or had trouble 
with her in-laws, sh^ might return back to her natal 
household. Ideally, a wsja became patriarch in 
h i s elder years, fu l l of wisdom and authoriigr. He 
would be supported by his married <Hies.' 
- TYPSS OF ^ woman when she marries does 
jRESIOMCE not create a hcaae, her own 
home} shft leaves one group — 
her father 's household, or that of her nearest male 
re la t ive , to join another i^roup, her husband's family. 
In the case of divorce, or death of iier husband, 
she makes the same changes in reverse. I s this 
conception of the faiaily necessarily a sign of lAie 
ascendency of man over woman? We shal l t ry to 
1. Qoode, William J . , World Bevoluticn and Ii^ amily 
Patterxis, Hew York, the Free Press, 1963, p . 123 
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find an answer to this question a t a l a t e r stage, 
v^i le discussing the positicai of women. 
!Qje Arab Musliis faoiily i s patr i local i«e« 
the s l r l has to move and join her husband a t this 
house* But laatrllocal type i s not forbidden, and 
sometiioes a boiy might l ive with the 3irl*s family, 
i f she was the only child and her parents were wealthy 
or landlords, Die standard pattern, homvevy i s 
pa t r i local residencft* ISnis, as a rule the wife 
has to adjust to her husband's pecul iar i t ies and to 
those of his family. Nevertheless, the wife no\diere 
in the Arab world completely seferes her t ies with 
her own family. She never beccane part of her 
husband's lineage* 
K AUIHQRITr PATEM TradiUonally, the 
HT MOSIZM FAMILY patriarchally organized 
society was considered 
to be a noimal society. The father was regarded the 
head of the household, with almost unlimited authority 
over i t , Ihe patr iarchal family usually consisted of 
conjugal families, headed by the older father who 
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maintained his authority even crver his married sons* 
It vaa foimerly taken for g ranted that If a woman 
committed adultery» her father or brothers woiiLd 
kill her, Ttiey were the guardians of her honour 
and remained the Insl^jument of social control even 
after she married* A husband could» and sometimes 
did, kill his wife, especially if he o«H|^t her in 
the act. HowevBr, as the power of formal state 
authorities has now grown, the exercising of this kind 
of power by father, brotfeer or husband has become 
outmoded* 
5* POSmcai CF VOM^I, in the eyes of God, in 
DOWEH - DIVORCE ^^ ^ , -, _j 
wwiiciv «L»wi*vaa ^ g great Islamic cammu-
nity of HxQ faithful, 
all are equal before Him; men and wcxnen* However, 
there are chapters in the Quran about women. 3iey 
concern marriage, the repudiation of wives, and 
patrlmcBiy and all treat woman as a social entity* 
It is on this basis that the following distinction 
is made: 
"Hen hove authority over women since AUah has 
made mm. simerior to vcmea and because men spend 
their worldjy good on their wives*" (Quran 3os3^) 
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Sms, If men have an ascendence over woman^ it 
is In the realm of material things, or in modern 
teriBs, econanio and financial spheres* 
Biere is no "better proof of the voneraticai in 
which the woman is held in Islam than the texts 
referring to Mary, Mother of Jesus, in the Quranj 
and the Hadith (tradition or saying) of Mohazmaad 
emphasising the Importance of mother* 'Paradise is at 
the feet of the motlter*. Certainly the Qiiran in 
clearly reiterating the asc«idency of man ov^r 
woman, has not intended to establish a hierarchy 
but to show how women is ccHoplementary to man« 
Bie Quran has maintained the polygyny, which 
was custonary amcang the i'lrabs, and there was no 
limit <m ttie number of wives a man could have. 
Islam Ixas limited to four the number of wives a man 
may have at one tiii», \^ 3ich was a great improvement 
over the pre-Islamic conditions. Besides, no 
man is compellfid to have QK>re than one wife* It is 
a permission to meet the special situations, ar^ not 
an enjoinment. 
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Ohe veil ing and seclusion i s the most characterist ic 
aspect of Muslim family l i f e . The traditicais 
ceii;ainly point to the sex motive as the root of 
the ordinance. However, there has been considerable 
variat ion in local custoia as regards veiling and 
seclusion. In the c i t i e s and B.mosia the more leisured 
classes i t has tended to be s t r i c t e r , \riiereas in the 
country-distr icts and ajcon^ tlie poor i t has been more lax. 
Ihe Muslim woman could have some property 
ent i re ly of her o\yn. OSiere i s no comaunlty of 
property betw««i husband and \riSe, Her dowry i s hers 
absolutely, and she retains fu l l possession and 
control of her belongings as he (husband) does of 
h i s . 'JJie Quran expressly forbids any coercion of 
woiasn by tJieir husbands in respect of their property. 
I f the wife i s exhortai never to offend 
or harm her husband, Btoe has also heon granted the 
legal r ight to be maintained by him (husband) in 
accordance with h i s means, to be fed and alothel and 
cared for as far as possible in accordance with the 
s ty le of l i f e to which she has been accuntcsaed in her 
own haae. Ihe husband i s expected to ^ow kindness 
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towards wife# Bie Prophet said that the best man 
among them v^s he who showed himself to be the best 
husband) and) on several occasions, is said to hav« 
kindness toward their wives, Ttiere is a tradition 
that he said that the man vdio remains In a state of 
anger with his wife is a man whose prayers will not 
be answered and v±iose .jood works will not be accepted. 
It has been alleged by the chazapions of women •s 
liberation that Muslim wcanen have inferior status 
in Muslim society because they are eoccluited froii 
its public sujtivities. On. the other hand, it 
has been argued that it is not a question of back-
wardness nor progress, but of different viewpointsj 
as they see it, it is for a man to honour his wife 
by protecting her and sheltering her like a precious, 
rather than exposing her, show her off, Islam has 
granted the waaen great freedom and equality, more 
freedom of property. It has daiied them only the 
sexual licence permitted to them in the modem western 
society. It is due to the differences in biological 
endowment that the Islam Insists upon the natural 
ri^ht of men to act as overseers of women. 
1. Anshan, Buth !Iax:da, op. cit. p. 220 
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(A) MLAHR - The origin of the law on dower or 
(Dower) ^^^^ ^ ^^ ^^ found in the Quranj 
"Give women their dowei« freely" 
(Cb. IVf ^ ) . It is a settlement in favour of the 
wife, made prior to the coctpletion of the marriage 
contract in consideration of the marriage. It is 
absolutely obligatory on the part of the husband. Honce 
if it were not mentioned at the tinte of the marriage, or 
in the contract, the law will presume it by Iplrtue 
of the ccmtract itself^ and the wife becomes entitled 
to the dower customary in her family. 2ie obligation 
of its payment on the i^rt of husband is more clear 
from the fact that even in case ^/Aiere it is made 
a condition that there shall be no dower, the 
law imposes liability on the husband by awarding 
the woman the customary dower* Dower is an 
essential incident of marriage. 
According to Muslim law marriage is a civil 
contract* The contract of marriage has been compared 
by scaae writers to a contract of sale, the husband 
to the buyer, the \-iife to the ^oods, and dower to 
the consideration. But this is not a correct 
noticai. I!ruly speaking, the dower is not 
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consideration in the modoin s ense of the term. 
Jus t ice Mahmood holds that i f dower were the bride-
price a post nirptial agre«nent to pay dower vould 
be voLd for want of consideraticm, but such an 
agre®nent i s val id and enforceable, Ohus, according 
to Muslim Law, dower i s not the exchajige or ccmsideratian 
given by tJ^ man to woman for enterinj into the 
contract, byt an effect of the contract, in^wsed by 
the law cm the husband as a token of respect for i t s 
sub;3ect, the woman. The r ight of idfe to her dower 
i s a fundamental feature of the roarriage contract? i t 
has a pivotal place in the schemB of the dcwnestic 
relaticais affecting the caatual r ights of the spouses 
a t more than one point. *The marriage conti^ct», 
according to jus t ice fehmood, «is easily d issduable , 
and the freedom of divorce and the rule of polygyny 
places a power in the hands of the husband which the 
law-elver intended to res t ra in hy rendering the rules 
as to payment of dower s t r lng^ i t upcaa the husband*. 
Justice Sir D.F. Mulla also says tliat »Mahr or 
dower is a sum of money or other property ;iiich tkiQ 
wife i s ent i t led to receive from the husband in 
consideration of oarilage. He i s of the opinion 
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that the word »consideration' i s not used In tJie 
sense in y^bXch the word i s used in the Contract Act, 
Under Muslim law, dovrer i s an obligatiam impo^d 
upon the husband as a mark of respect to the wife* 
Just ice Sir Abdur Rahim also regards the dower 
as an obligation imposed on the husband by Muslim 
liw as a mark of respect for the wife* 
In brief, the nain object of the dower i s to 
provide a check upon the caprioioua use on the 
par t of the husband to divorce the wife or terminate 
marriage .at wi l l . I t affords protection to the wife 
against the arbi t rary exercise of the power of divorce 
by the husband* I t i s not only a inark of respect 
to the wcanan, but also a provision for the rainy days, 
as i t belongs exclusively to the wife and not to her 
parents or brothers* Besides, i t i s recoverable 
l i k e debt from the property of the decseased husband 
before i t i s distr ibuted a^ pong the heirs* 
(B) WDTQI^: Amcaig the pre-Islamic Arab, the power 
of divorce possessed by the husband 
was unlimited* Ihey could divorce their wife at 
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any tinte, for any reasoan or \ri.thout any reasoai* They 
coixld also revoke the i r divorce, and divorce again 
as loany tLmes as they preferred. Uiay could, 
moreover, i f they were so inclined, swKir that t h ^ 
would have no intercc^jrse with the i r wives, thoui^ 
s t i l l l iving with them, 
33ie Prophet of Islam looked upon these customs 
of divorce with extreme disapproval, and regarded 
the i r pi^ctice as calculated to undermine the 
foundation of society, Islazn wanted to iniprove 
the prevai l ini custom and resti 'aln the tznlimited power 
of divorce by the hushand, and also gave to woman 
the r ight of obtaining the reparation on reasonable 
grouTids. Die Quranic tradit ion, considering ths,t tlie 
stable family has a central value for the society, 
did not evaluate divorce very hl^iLy: »Qf a l l tlmt 
He has permitted, God detests nothirs^ more tlian 
divorce ' , for i t prevented conjugal happiness and 
interfered with the proper bringing up of children 
due to the disorganization of family. Uie r5.ght of 
divorce, no dcwbt, i s conceded In Itosllm law, but the 
Islam prohibits i t s exercise by threats of divine 
displeasure, 'A la.rge and inf luent ia l body of 
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j u r i s t s regard Talaq emanating frcHn the husband 
as r ea l l y prohib i ted except for necess i ty , such as 
the adul tery of wife»« Islam no doubt t o l e r a t ed 
divorce in p r e c t i c e but disapproved divorce in 
princii-ile* I t has beesn pemd-tt^d for the avoidance 
of ^-reater e v i l s , Islam, the re fore , aimed a t placed 
Komo checks on male 's absolute poorer to divorce. In 
pre-Is lani ic per iod, i t was conmion to divorce the 
\rLfe and t ha i remarry with he r . To jwt an end to 
frequent divorce and remairiage, Islam considered 
I t expedient for remarriage, in case of i r revocable 
separa t ion , t h a t the wife should marry another man, 
and t h i s marriage s|iould be consumated before divorce, 
and the woiijan should observe Idda t . Eiereaf ter the 
man who divorced her , can rcniarry lier. To some i t 
loc*;s *a d isgus t ing ordeal* end ' r evo l t ing* , but 
such a condition was one of the s t ronges t ant idotes 
f o r the e v i l . 
Besides, Islais. p r e sc r ibe . the Talaqus-Sunnat 
as the more approved form because i t provided tlie 
peraons an opportunity of recv>nciling t l ieip differences 
1. A l i , ."imeer, Moharanadan Law, Vol, I I , p , h22. 
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and also time to reconsider the gravity of the situation 
before taking a final and irrevocable step, and cool 
down anger or emotion. Talaqus-Sunnat carries the 
approval of the Prophet. It is classified into 
two forms: (1) Talaq-i-iihsan (very proper) and 
(2) Talaq-i-Hasan (proper). According to the foni»r, 
hust^nd repudiates his wife by a single pi-onouncement 
in a period of tuhr (purity, i.e. when the wife is 
free from her menstrual courses), and is followed by 
abstinence from intercourse for the period of iddat. 
The divorce remains revocable during the iddat. 
In case of Talaq-i-Hasan, the husband successively 
pronounces divorce three times during three consecutive 
periods of purity (tidar). After the third pronounce-
ment Talaq becomes irrevocable* It is also essential 
that no intercourse should have taken place during 
that particular peidod of purity in which the 
pronouncement has been made. Bie aim of these two 
forms of divorce is to create stability in the family, 
because in both the form the provision exists that during 
a specified period the husband and wife have a right 
to revoke the divorce* 
«7»*-
Another form of divorce is TalaqrWl Biddat, 
means a divorce which, though valid, is sinful or 
irregular* In this case the three pronouncements 
are in immediate succession, and Talaq hecc^oes 
coii5>lete and irrevocable Immediately on its 
pronouncement, Biis f oim, though legally valid, 
is not considered desirable because it may be the 
result of fflaoticn, and gives no opijortunity of 
reconsideration and reconciHatian. 
Woman also has a right to take divorce* This 
is known as khula (Hedempticn)* It is a divorce 
with the consent and at the instance of the wife, 
if she is averse to her husband. The wife desirous 
of obtaining a divorce has to give up either the 
settled dower, or some other property in order 
to get release from marri-age contract. 
Iftibara'at (mutual separaticaa) is a dissolution 
of marriage by mutual consent of husband and wife. 
It differs from khula inasmuch as the incentive 
in l^bara*at ccanes from botii sides, and no return 
is required from the wife in this fcarm of divforce. 
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Notwithstandliig the fact that Islam permitted 
divoitse, Its evil effect on family had been felt 
and perceived from the very beginning. Hence it 
has always been endeavoured by the relatives of 
both the parties to intervene, so that the husband 
and wife may reconcile. Islam also approved only 
two forms of divorce — Talaa-i-Ahsan and Talaq-i-
Hasan, which becoiae irrevocable after a specified 
period, and people might not have to repent over 
their hasty action. 
6* HUIES OF Muslim system of inheritance 
INHEHETANGE ^^ admired for its functional 
utility, Ccaacentration of 
wealth, it was realised by Islam, might be harmful and 
disadvantageous for the society. Bie oain purpose of 
the Islam was that instead of accumulatian, wealth 
should be dispersed, so that all the people in the 
society might get benefit out of it* In short, Islam 
endeavoured to create a ccMnmunity right in the property 
of an individual rather than permitting an individual 
transmit it to titie son(s) in such a way that it 
remains undivided. Islam, thus, wanted to create 
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a society in which wealth should be equitably divided 
and distributed amcaig as nany kindreds and relat ives 
as possible rather than concentrate in a few hards, 
»It would not be correct*, says Abdur Rahim, 
•to suppose that Islam professed to repeal the entire 
custcHiKiiy law of Arabia, and. to replace i t with a 
code of altogether new laws. Ihe fact i s , the ground 
worfc of the Mohaioinadan legal system, l ike that of other 
lega l systems, i s to be found in the customs and 
usages of the people among whom i t grew and d evelpped, • 
The ia?e-Islamic customs re la t ing to succession 
alone can explain the reason vihy different classes of 
r ights are given, for example, to the different classes 
of he i r , and v&y some who might be supposed to be 
en t i t l ed to similar r ights , are placed on different 
footings. Hence l e t us meAtion briefly the sal ient 
points of the pre-Islamic rules of succession and 
also the improvements incorporated by Islam, 
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Pre-Islamic zules of sijccesslon: 
i ) The nearest male agnates succe^bed to the entire 
estate of the deceased* 
i i ) Females and cognates were excluded, 
i l l ) Descendants were preferred to ascendants 
and ascfflidants to co l la te ra l s , 
iv) Where agnates were equally distant to the 
deceased, they together shared the estate 
per capita* 
Improvements incorporated by Islamj 
1) The husband and wife were made he i rs , 
11) Females and cognates were made competent to 
inherit* 
i l l ) Parents and ascendants were given the r ight to 
inheri t even vdien t l ^ re were male descendants* 
I T ) As a general ru le , a female was given one-half 
tiie share of a male; th is i s because of h«r 
lesser responsibi l i t ies and obligations in 
comparison with t l ^ male* 
l^ ^ixsjsy j^l 
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Thus, In the f i r s t growp of heirs — tiie Sharers — 
no ixLace i s g±v&a to sons, though dau^ te r s , son^s 
daughters, and even s i s te rs are included in i t . 
This might seem bewildering, unless i t i s realized 
tliat the sSaarers consists of those who were not 
en t i t l ed to succeed under customary law. Similarly, 
the debris of custooary law are found throughout 
the law of successicai, and often simplifies i t s 
seeming complexity. 
Die Quran did not sweep away the existing 
customs of succession, but made a great number of 
amendments. All the newly created heirs were 
assigr^d specific fraction of es ta te , called 
sahm (share) aM are , therefore, called Quranic Heirs, 
or siEJjxly * sharers »• Moreover, the newly creat»i 
heirs vere mostly females. 
Jus t as i t kept, in the i r essential features, 
the mairriage laws of cad Arabia, so the QU3ran has 
kept those governing inheritance; but, in both 
cases, i t improved the positicai of women, Ihe 
patr iarchal reginK of Arabia had adopted a law of 
succession through the father, which favoured the 
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male line. Die maternal line and all woiaen vere 
excluded, Bie Quran, on the contrary, gave to 
women their legitimate share* 
In MuatLm law the succession accrues, in 
principle, to the paternal line. The allocation 
of the estate among them is made following the 
sane order as that which applies to matrimonial 
guardianship, that is, roui^ly in the following 
order: descendants, ascendants, collaterals. Ihe 
women of the paternal line, like the men, also 
inherit, ttiough no more than a half of the share of 
the male heirs. 
But the children (both boys and girls) are 
entitled to inherit from the property of the mother. 
Thus Islam also recognizes the maternal line of 
transmission of property. If a women leaves a son 
all property goes to him but, if she leaves no 
son but daugher(s), liiey inherit some specified share 
of tlie property and the rest is distributed among 
other relatives. 
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AS regards the inheritance of proper%• among 
Muslims, the important point to note i s that there i s 
no presumption of jointness. When the members of a 
muslim family l ive in coimaencwLlity, tiiey do not 
necessarily form a jo in t family in the sense in vtildh. 
that expression i s used in the Hindu law» Further, 
the Muslim law of iidieritanoe does not recognisse 
the presumptions as there i s in Hindu law of 
inheritance, that the acquisitions of the several 
members are made for the benefit of the family. 
Among muslims there i s no presumptiofi of jointness 
of family l ike that of a Hindu undivided family 
governed by Mitakshara Sdtiool of Hindu Iaw# 
The other important point to note i s that r^slim 
law of inheritance also does not recogni25e the law of 
primogeniture according to which the eldest male 
in the same degree succeeds to the ancestor 's land 
to the exclusicai of otliers. Under Muslim law, 
a l l sons inher i t equally along with the eldest scai. 
But, contrary to the muslim rule of inheritance, 
the Ismailias recognize and ac t upon the rule of 
primogeniture. 
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The law of succession shaU be discussed in 
detail when expanding the pres^it work for Ph.D. to 
bring out the structural-functional implicatiaas of 
the system. I shall also try then to answer the 
connnon objecticsais whidi have been raised from time 
to time against the Islamic law of successicm. 
?• FMILI Different societies ascribe 
JUNCTIONS different roles and funcUons 
to the family. Ohough scaie 
furictioaas can be performed by agencies other than 
family, yet there are certain functions wiiich can be 
accomplished within family only. So Islam has also 
enjoined the fulfUmoit of certain functions within 
the framework of family alone, namely, reproduction, 
maintenance, socialization, affectional and religious 
function. 
Considering \rha.t huc^ ji nature is, Islam deprecates 
celebacy, because there is always the fear of an 
unmarried person going wrong. In Islam jjoverty is 
no bar to marriage; it holds that immorality is 
certainly a greater social evil than poverty. Islam 
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enjoins people to bear clolldren caily throu^ a family, 
establi^ed by a lawful marriage* It regards the 
marriage the sole form of union between the sexes. 
It is the duty of the head of the family (husband 
and father) to look after and provide for the wife 
and children. Uie children nrnst be maintained and 
brought up according to the status of the father. 
Husband also has a legal obligatioa to oaintain his wife 
at least according to his means and stales, if possible, 
according to the style of life she has been wont to 
in her natal home. Women have also been required to 
be dutiful as well as fiithful to their husbaixis. 
Ihey have been enjoined to avoid any sexual relationship 
outside the w edlock. 
Muslim family was also supposed to perform the 
affectional fuixstion. Hence, the Prophet said, 
»the best of men is h© who is a good husband*. Quran 
also includes women among the things that nake life 
pleasant to man (111,12) and states that the man \*io is 
aveise to them may find that he is averse to something 
that is good (IV,23)» Bie affectional relationsiiip 
in the family can be maintained if the wives also play 
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their role in this regard. If they will be iil-
temperea, aggressive, imcooperative, unfaithful, they 
caxmot be regarded worti^ y of maJdng the life »pl©asant*» 
Hence the Prophet said *all the world is valuable, but 
the most valuable thing therein is a good w>iiian«» 
A good wcMHan, said Prophet, nwst be a virtuous wife, 
namely, if husband commands her, she obeiys him; if he 
looks at her, pleases him; if he sweers by her, justifies 
him; and if he is absent, acts circumspectly with regard 
to herself and to his property. In Quran is also said 
that (wcxncn are to be ccaofort to the men, as the men 
are to be to them»» (11,83). •Believers maat confine 
their attention to their legal wives' (XXHI, 6, 7), 
•wives nnjst always be submissive and modest* (17, 38)• 
Prophet is said to have declared that a man should not 
beat his wife as he would his slave, and •those of you 
who beat their wives are not good.* The above 
quotations frcan Quran and traditions of the Prophet 
point to the extent to which Islam aimed at establishing 
affectional relationship in the family. 
Affectional function of the family does not ccjsnflne 
to the amicable and hanncaiious relationship between 
husband and wife. It also requires that parents 
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should have love and tenderness for the children, and 
children nwst show high standards of filial piety and 
respect for their jarents. A parent's love for 
children, said the Prophet, would be especially rewarded 
in Paradise and he expressed his wish that his Muslim 
conmruTiity would be noted among other cooanunities for 
its kindr^ess to children and to the aged# iJie Quran 
commands children to be respectful to their parents 
(XXIX, 7)« For a child to curse its parents or 
disdain them is a capital sin; even disobedience to tiiem 
is considered a frievous sin; piety towards parents 
counts as the best of good works* 
Islam also empliasises that special care must be 
taken for the religious education of children. !Bie 
parents are ;lointly responsible for the upbringing of 
the child during its early years, the father providing 
the material necessities and the mother caring for the 
bodily welfare of the child and for its mental and 
spiidtual training. It is a fact tliat cliildren receive 
tlKir early religious education in tiie family, which 
leaves a permanent effect on their mind. 
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B* MUSilM Fitt^ ILT VIS-A-VIS AS among Hindus 
HBDU JOINT F ^ D T ^oint family I s 
supposed to be 
a character is t ic common among them, i t has 
been supposed that the extended family i s titie 
predosQinant family system among Arabs. Joint family's 
d is t inc t ive d i a rac t i r i s t i c s aret co-residence, 
commensality, and authority of the senior male 
member over the other members of the group. "Extended 
family* refers to any grouping broader than the 
nuclear family which i s related by descent, marriage 
or adoption. Joint family generally refers to 
co-residence a t (me jxlace and mostly unier the saxte 
roof. But an Arab extended family Bust not necessarily 
be found living under one roof i . e . in a single house* 
I t may be found residing in a c lus ter of houses 
vrithin an extended family coinpaund, or, in 33 me oas«s, 
i t may be more widely dispersed than t h i s . Other 
iii5>ortant character is t ics of jo in t family suggested 
by Karre are common ki tchai , and COIBQK» propKr^* 
As regards Arab extended family, the above characterist ics 
are not IncrTitable. "Brc^rty ammg ilrabs, according to 
Islamic law, i s divided on expiry of father amcoig the 
brothers and s i s t e r s . Hence, unlike jo in t family, 
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Arab extended faudly i s not prcqperty holding gx^oup. 
After the father»s death, the eldest brother nay 
handle the family finances, but vfitda the consent of 
other brothers. Ideally a man in Arab family also 
becomes a patriarch in his elder years because of his 
wisdom and authority over other laerabers of the family. 
But his authority i s quite different from that of a 
*karta* in the Hindu joint family. 
Ordinarily an Arab extended family consists of 
husband and wife, unmarried children, married sons and 
their wives and children* The ideal Arab faaHy was 
a large extended caae but In actual practice the 
average or typical family was re la t ively small in 
the past as well . Tiie Indian ;joint family also 
varies in regmrd to composition and s i se . They 
may be large as well as small in respect of number of 
individuals consti tuting i t and also in regard to 
generation depth. 13ie n^oabers of a jo in t family 
have coparc^mry r ight in jo in t property because i t i s 
not ordlnaidly divided en the death of head of the 
family unless the fission does not occur. In case 
of the Arabs, members cxf extended family have no 
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coparcenary r igh t s , but the property i s divided 
according to the lav of inheritance. !Ihe positicn 
of wooen In the Hindu ^oint family i s differeaat tnm 
tha t in Arab extended family. In the case of the 
fonaer, they liave no r ight in the family property, 
t h o u ^ they have the r ight of maintenance out of i t ; 
l3ut, in the case of the l a t t e r , they have a r ight of 
inheritance in the propeptgr* 
As Hindu ^oint faiaily i s a properly holding group, 
and incomes are pooled heire, there exists 
inst^tutlonalizecL ecanastic cooperation betveen the 
members. In Arab extended family i t i s lacking. 
However, i f they are on good terms, eoonoiaic mutual 
assistance in the fcsrm of borrowing money, animals, or 
crops may take place. I t i s significant to note that 
among Arabs extended family i s not resorted to as much 
for ecxmcuBlc help as has been expected and rendered in 
^oint family. i t does not mean that Bombers of 
the e x t ^ i d ^ family among Arabs do not <xx>perat6 
a t a l l . Members of the extended f^imily are e:gpected 
to render support to each other on oceasions of 
offspring hospi ta l i ty , wedding, funeral, and other 
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cerGmonies. Besides, i t has been wiggested tiiat 
»the extended family seems to be stronger and laore 
effective as an e canonic uni t amongst big land oinining 
fai3ilie«. •'^  
Let us br ief ly discuss tlie relationships and 
behaviowr pattern that obtain in the Arab extended 
faoi ly. These relationships in the Hindu jo in t ftunily 
have already been discussed in Ohapter III» I t will 
give an idea about the similiiri t iea and differences 
in the strucfairal relationships between the two 
coomairiities. Ajnong Arabs the husband-wife pattem i s 
where the husband i s the superior j a r t ae r and enjcys the 
highest position in the family, because he i s rfcgai*ded 
•the suM>ortiis p i l l a r and the vantage of the house** 
He cakes a l l the important decisions in the household. 
He usually plans the work of h i s sons visile the wife 
d'^ 'TS the same 'cdth the daughte^ra. The husband, 
a l t h o u ^ enjoys a superior posit ion, i s not expected to 
interfere with h is wife's donestic work. Althou^ 
the wife seems subordinate In this pattern of Inter-
fanily relat ionship, she i s almost the absolute manager 
of the house* Ch the whole, the s t ructural at t i tude 
of the husband to wife i s one of possession and protection* 
I.Ammar, Haa^d, Growing up in an Egyptian Village, 
Routledge & Kegan Pauu. Ltd* London, 195**'> P* *«• 
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V^ille the husband assumes the major role in a l l the 
ac t iv i t i e s outside the house, the vcsaan rules ali!K>8t 
supreme in matters connected with the household organi-
zation* 
AS regai-ds the pattern of relationship betvsen 
father and children, the father avoids excessive 
intimacy in order to he respected and ob^ed, ^ 
keeping social distance he i s capable f^. administering 
the moral and socsLal code of conduct. The absolute 
authority of the father over children i s due to the fact 
that they belong to him and h i s family of orientaticHi. 
Ihe autSiority of the par^its i s sanctioned by t i ^ Quran. 
(]S>edience of childroa to the i r parents i s a major 
obli3ati(»i. 
The re la t ions of children to the mother are certainly 
wanaer, intimate and more aff«5tionate» ©le mother »s 
tenderness and affection for her children i s repaid 
in ob^lioncej service and respect. Eie relationship between brothers i s expected to be one of complete 
so l idar i ty . However, the elder brother has a 
prominant position among his brothers and s i s t e r s , and 
gives orders to ttie younger brothers and s i s t e r s . 
Biey are expected to be united and show sol idar i ty . 
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I3ie relaticxishjLp betv/een s i s t e r Is nalnly based on 
aff^jtion and mutual cooperation, but not necessarlLj 
that of so l idar i ty as they are destined to l ive in 
separate houses af ter nBrrtage. 
In brief, ttie sa l ient feature tlmt uriderlies 
ttie struetiaral relationship i s tha t , although the 
fabric forming the ideological basis for the social 
structura i s ent i rely j ^ t r i l i n e a l as far as deseent, 
inheritance, and prestige arc concemed, yet i t i s 
dyed in a senttmental and emotional colouring idiich 
i s prcdOTnlnantly matr i l ineal . 
9* JAOIEB^ TENDBNCIES IK We have briefly presented 
m MDSim PAMIUr the t radi t ional Arab 
Family. I t had not 
changed very rauch un t i l the decade of 1950s. In 
recent years a substantial number of legal and social 
innovations have been introduced. Hie most vivid and 
v i s ib le dbanses have occurred in the position of wouren 
in Arab public l i f e . These were due to several 
factors: western influence, po l i t i ca l revolutions, 
recognition hy leaders the importance of voa&n*s 
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contribution to the nation. 
Some flanges should be viewed as progress as 
regards wcmen's statiis by a i^ standard of ecpaalltgr. 
Scaae o£ the m&^or tiiang^ that have been tsDslnz plaeo 
are indicated in brief. Ctoe of them i s mmen*s 
sufferage. In Sgypt the vcHnen gained tliis r i ^ t by 
1956« Syrian woraen have had this r ight since 19**9f 
Lebanese women since 1952, Tunisian women since 1959. 
Biere i s ample evidence to suggest a change in 
the at t i tudes of Arabs toward fensale educatiosi, low 
there i s esnormous exjansion ±n ec^cational opportunities 
for \Tomesi, Cangpaigns for woraen l i teracy hare fundamental 
educaticm. As a resu l t , women have today become 
I ^ s i c i a n s , journalis ts and laii^ers. Wcnnen get 
themselves enrolled in faculties of m^iiclne, law, 
er;:lneering, the arte and science. Today not anlj' 
women but men also believe that equal opportunities for 
educatic«i be provided without any disorlxoination 
on the basis of sex* With some •ducation aznon j 
woraen in th i s jeneraticn, the degree of emancipation 
and freedom increases in aH the s t r a t a of society. 
Yet the njajoidty of tOaem do not permit g i r ls to go 
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out with m i s ^ srcR:!? aiid ^o not permit to tt^ke up 
paid work, because the feeling s t i l l remains tiiat 
i t i s not quite respectable f o r woiacjn to work. 
Man has a r i j h t to divorce freely \d.tto,cut 
assisning reason. There i s a ccmtroviersy OVBP 
the question of absolute r ight of husb«id to divorce. 
HowevePt "^ Q Quranic tradit ion did not evaluate 
divorce very Iiiglily. Probably to put a sort of 
res t r ic t ion on the absolute r i^ht of husband to 
divorce, Quran says, •Of a l l that He has permitted, 
God detests nothing more than divorce*. To nake 
the divorce more res t r ic ted, in Egypt i t i s required 
by lav/ tiiat a man must go to court and ci'^ re his reasons 
for divorce. I t has l«en enforced since 19^0 . 
plirtb-'iMore, the reform gave women certain rights 
to separation, divorce, aliiiony. Tinder the new 
Al.Tsr:lan lav, d&vorce can be decided ojily by the 
Court, SincAar legislaticai i s also mado in otjier 
Arab countries. 
3ie Arab countiles have in recent years adt^ted 
le-jal iiieasures to prevent polygyny. I t is le:2ally 
prohibited in many Arab countries to take sec<md wife 
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In the presence of the f i r s t imless acxoe e x i ^ n d e s 
Inquire to do so. 
Although by trasaitian the Arah family i s 
pa t r i loca l , but in r ^ e n t years, neolocal residmice 
i s on the increase. Ilhis has reduced the intensity 
of tensicm and strained relationahii) between motiber^in-
lav and dau:^ter-in>law» 
Inteivrelationships between husband and wife, 
father-soD-and-daashter, brothsp-brotiMir and brother-
s i s t e r , have, as a resul t of modemi?:ation Mid social 
change, undergone a diange, Tcxiay the educated 
Arab wife has nuch more freedom than her mother, and 
a considerable aa<wnt of ©motional Sjjtemction in husbaiKi-
wife relatioQ^iip ex i s t s . She i s noi/ no longer tlie 
passive serrant in household of the husband but has 
adiieved independence in respect of decision and actlcm 
in doMstd-c and other a f l ^ r s . 
To sum up, there appears v i s ib le a l tera t ions in Arab 
family l i fe* Yet the changes are small and can be said 
the beginning of jna,1or changes and will be measured 
more fvpJLy within the next decade and so on. 
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CHAPTER V 
FAMIU STHJCTOm IH AIIGARH 
AND 
SOCIAL CHANCE 
1. CCMPOSITICW OF !Qie Aiigaiii Dis t r ic t 
MUSUM POPOLAIiaS consists of pred«Btoant 
IN ALIGAHH 
Hindu popaLatlony 
comprising differ^i t 
cas tes . The Muslims of this d i s t r i c t are s tated to 
be e i ther the descendants of early colonists or else 
of Hindu ^ t r a c t i o n I the most ccmspicuous example of 
the l a t t e r being furnished bgr the converted Ba^puts* 
The former category i s numerically very insignificant 
and in many cases their claim a i ^ a r s to be doubtful. 
Many of "tiiose who claim themselves to be descendEtnts 
of the: musllms -who came to Aligarh, ccwld not prove 
the i r relat ionship by means of gyneology. Of the 
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whole coimminlty, more than 90 per cent are sijnnls; 
the percentage of shlas i s very small. 
The musllms of iCLigarh exhibit a diversity of 
castes as great as that found among the Hindus^ ai»l 
most of them hare t he i r Hindu counterparts* SheiMis 
take the foremost place as regards the Botslim population* 
About half of them belong to the Aligarti Tahsilf and 
the bulk of the remainder belong to Tahsils Hathras 
and Atrauli. Pathans come next. Majority of them 
belong to the AtrauH and Aligarh Tahsils* ISae 
converted Bajputs take the third ixLace in the comooinity 
as regw^is number* IJhey are evenly distributed 
throu^out the d i s t r i c t , except t ahs i l Ig las , and being 
most numerous in Khair and Aligarh* 
Hiimerlcally other muslim castes are of l i t t l e 
importance. Qiey are found in a l l t ahs i l s , especially 
in Sikandara Rao t ahs i l . Tbese <»b3tes include: 
Bhishtis, Qasaab (butcdiers), Me^^atls, Salyid, Lohars, 
Gujars, Julahas, ^langis, Onosls or Musalman Ahirs, 
FaqiM, Manihars, Dhobis, and Mugjials* 
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2, TYIE OF MUSLIM 2he family In Muslim Society, 
FAMiia: m 
MUGABE 
not only in India, but 
throughout the world, has 
countenanced the different cultural environment. Hence 
there has been an intersustioxi in different parts of 
the world betwe^i Islamic and non-Islamic Ijistituticiis* 
The Interesting and academically valuable sociological 
interpretations are possible if we analyse the varicws 
ways in idiich differently organized traditional cultures 
and social systems have reacted and adapted to Muslim 
Influence in the fields of politics, law, rituals, and 
structural relationships; and, on the other hand, 
muslim institutions h a w reacted and adapted themselves 
as well. 
As discussed earlier, the Arab Muslim family 
has been traditionally patriarchal, patrilineal and 
patrilocal. Bit deviations fTcm tl^ traditional model 
do exist evexy \riiere because the family is an integral 
part of its social setting and derives its structure, 
functions and values from its cultural setting. 
For exazHple, ttie peoiiLe of Kalpeni, an island of the 
Laccadiv group, are Muslims, but they practice 
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matrillny. leela Dube in her hook has dealt 
with the coexistence of matrllineal system of 
descent and a markedly patrilineal religion in 
the island of Kalpeni, Besides, matrllineal system 
is also foisKi ftuKsig the Happlllasy a Muslim eomoonity 
of Malabar* It means that Islam had to aoeoontodate 
to some extent atleast ths beliefs, customs, and 
traditions of the people vbo eabraced it but in a 
ccHoprofQis^ form, We can find sudi ac<»3BBiK)datian 
and assimilation in different aspects of life and 
in different parts of tiie world. But they cannot 
be discuss^ here* 
Islamic family lavr is almost cootplotely at 
vaxlance vlth RiMu Lav cc»^emlng joint families. 
But *the actual practice of many muslim families 
was, and is, not greatly different froa the Hindu 
3 
practice in c<»i5)ai»ble levels of society*' 
2« Oube. Leela, Matriliny and Islam, Delhi, National, 
1969. 
3. tEttus, M.H., Indian Islam, London, Oxford University 
Press, 1930, p. 168; and 0*Malley, Indian Social 
Heritage, p* 128* 
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I t does not weaxi tha t there exists cooplete identity» 
but EJany s imi lar i t ies do exis t as a resul t of assind-
latLon. Notwithstanding the sizoilaritiesy Indian 
Muslim family arrang«aents are organizaticais 
different from Hindus In many respects. Besides, the 
family among Muslims differ from region to region. 
Thcugji the ;3oint family structure is more the 
character is t ics of the Hindu than ^ftislim caiQmunity» 
yet eiren among the urban and westernized Muslim 
families the patterns of interpersonal relationships 
s e t by the jo in t family are not wholly ignored, and 
the model of the orthodox, scr iptural ^olnt family 
S t i l l has influence every^^iere in India* Within the 
low-ranking groups among Muslims, certain aspects of 
tlie orthodox Joint family are s t i l l found reinforced 
ra ther than relinquished* I t means that if , on 
the one hand, Islam has reshaped the culture of the 
countries where i t intruded; cm the otiier hand, i t 
has also retained the old customs and practices of the 
land and adapted them. 
1. Anshen, Ruth Nanda, (Ed.) op. c i t . p. 10?• 
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2ie Aligarh Muslim traditional family is mostly 
based on the model of Arab extended faroUy - that is, 
one household unites the father of the family, his 
wife or wives, his imm^:Tied daughters, his unmarried 
sons, and married scans with their wives and childr^i. 
Ihis family lives in a single house or in apartments 
closely grouped or attached to one another, scsnetimes 
arcAind a large cosmon courtyard, 3iis is still 
the form of family struciaare, vdiich predominates in 
Aligarh. Since married sons own no property so long 
as tiieir fathers remain alive, they live and work with 
him* Ihe fission of the household generally takes 
place after the death of the father, and then the 
property is divided* Ihe fission of household and 
division of property after father's death is more 
ccflnmon in urban than in rural areas. Bi rural areas, 
after father's death, sens continue to live together 
owing to functional 3?equirements of the farming. 
However, in recent times, and particularly in the 
present generation, a striking c^ iange has set in: 
married sons teood to move off to new hama or, more 
commonlyf J establish a separate heartli in the very 
house. In the latter oaad, a new nuclear unit 
within extended family comes into existeice. Bius 
the extended Muslim family of Aligarh diffei« from the 
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Hindu ^olnt family in respect of the fission of the 
household and division of prqperty. Both the 
processes are eas ier among muslim families. 
inotiser fundamental character is t ic of the 
iUigai^ Muslim family i s the existence of patriarchal 
rulei the father i s the master of tlie inanediate family 
and hee^d a£ the extended family* But he i s not 
tJrie absolute ru le r of a l l i t s members •— h i s role 
i s that of only a protector* 
A projBinant feature of patriarchal rule i s 
that young men and wonien do not make the i r ami 
decision in the matter of marriage* !Ehe same i s 
prevalent fflaong nai slims in Aligarh* Parents 
arrange the marriages and even choose the partners, 
and daughters and sons are compelled to comply* 
Various suggestions have been made in ^splanation: 
since a g i r l marries a t a very young age, her parents 
can bet ter se lect a suitable partner for ber; since 
the bride wil l l ive vitiiin her husband*s extended 
family, i t would be unacceptable for the family, i .e* 
the father and the motiier of the groOTi, not to have 
the i r say in the choice of a br ide; and f inal ly , 
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as urban w«xi«n are generally veiled, a youngman cannot 
in any case choose his vLfe t h r o u ^ acquaintance, arwi 
i t i s thus preferable that h i s parents, knowing the 
family, should do so in h i s place. In th is also, as 
in other practices of tareuiiticaial society, changes 
are nov making the i r appearances in di f fer^i t castes 
and groups of mu slims in Aligarh* Sie immbeT of 
cases •where boys and g i r l s asser t thei r r ight to 
choose ©leir l i fe -par tner , or tiie couple become 
acquainted before marriage, i s growing. 
Togetlier with pa t r ia rdml rule , muslim family 
of a Aligarh i s pa t r i l inea l , that i s , e a ^ individual 
belongs to his fa ther ' s rather than his motfaer's l i ne . 
Hence i t i s custcMoaary to ca l l fa ther ' s family by the 
name of »«Eor/our family»» and tha t of motiier by the 
name of "igy mother's fanilly*. 
ijLigaiii Muslim family i s a lso characterised hy 
pa t r i loca l i ty . That i s t o say, a young couple 
generally l ives in the husband's hcMite and belong 
to h i s extended family. 
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3 . FMim PROCESS MOSG •From the beginning 
THE Ml^ LIMS IN AUEGARH ^^ cultures t , says a 
noted scholar of the 
family t * The re has been an intimate web of intez^ 
relationships between the family and other ins t i tu t ions 
because the persons \dio majse up the family axe also 
part icipants in economic, rel igious and other social 
ac t iv i t i e s of a community. I t i s a fact ' tha t so 
many changes ( in the family) should be reported 
by the sociologists i s not surprising because the 
family i s a complex social ins t i tu t ion with many 
in ter - re la t ions with other ins t i tu t ions , a l l of v*dch 
are underoing extensive changes in our times. Never 
has the family l ived alcme. The family as an Isolated 
ins t i tu t ion i » unrea l i s t i c . As other social 
ins t i tu t ions have changed throughout the world, the 
interrelaticaiships between the family and other social 
ins t i tu t ions have not only changed, but the s t ructure 
of the family has also modified. As a resu l t , Iftislim 
family has also ' under^me changes and modifications. 
1. Ogbum, W.F., and Nimkoff, M.F., •Technology and 
Changing Family, Boston, Houghton-Mifflin, 1955* 
2. Stem, Bemhard J . , *2he Family and cultural 
Change • American Socioio^cal Beview, if x 199-208 
p. 199 (April 1939). 
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Uie dfianges in modeni marriage and fandLly l i f e 
have been defined, c lass i f ied, and explained in many 
ways* Well-known scholars have vr i t ten erudite 
books and developed elaborate theories* notable 
amons th^a i s the Cyclical Theory of Carl C« ZLiomeitaan. 
He has traced the l i f e cycle of family ^sterns tfaroughout 
the history of western c iv i l i za t ion . He described 
a regular pattern or movKnent from the •'Ertistee Family*, 
in v^ich a l l individual r ights are subordinated to 
the welfare of the family group, to the *0oB]estic Family', 
in which fariily ccsatrol i s wealtened although the family 
remains essent ia l ly a strong uni t . From the Domestic 
Family there i s a predictable movement to the 'Atomistic 
Family*, in yUnlda. familism i s replaced by individualism. 
Ttie Atomistic Family may be both the cause and e f f ^ t 
of the decay in social l i f e in any society; because, 
in i t s l a t t e r stages, there i s l i t t l e real meaning 
in the sttrriage oeremcny, wLde spread adulteiy, 
acceptance of sexual peimLsslv^ness, easQr divoiise, 
childlessness and delinquency* 
ig 
1* Zimmex^ nan, Carle C., Family and Civilization, 
New Xoric, Harper and Row, 19^^, 
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Indian family in general, and Muslim family in 
particular, hss moved frcsn tlie 'Trustee Family' to 
the 'Domestic Family'* In majority of categories 
or classes of people the evolution is not yet 
complete but is only in midvay« W6 find many 
families %diich still are in the first p3mse of 
the life cycle of the family systems. As regards 
the moventent to the 'Atomistic Family', it may b« 
true in case of sao^ individual families in big 
citl«8, but, as a rule, it is not obtaining in 
Muslim as veil as in Hindu society* "Sie same is tnie 
in the case of Hi^lim family of Aligarh also* In 
Aligarh, on the basis of general obi^rTation, it 
can be said that among low>->ranking section of Muslims, 
the ma;]o*ity of families are in the stage of 'trustee 
Family* and only a small percentage of families 
have shifted to iSae seeooi pbase, i*e. ^Domestic 
Family', The percentage of families that have 
moved from the first phase to the second is c ertainly 
higher among the middle*e(lt2cated and higher class 
of the society* 
Since independence India has become a secular 
sta^te. !£he industrialization and urbanization has 
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been taking place at a veiy accelalsated speed* !Qiese 
factors have not only been responsible for changes 
in the xaores, but have necessitated the stiractural 
changes in the society-* !Ihese changes have not 
been appreciated and approved of ly the older 
generation in the society* Ihey feared that these 
changes lOBy l^id to total degeneraticsi of our moral 
and cultural values. Are we reaXJy heading towards 
destructLcn by introducing new concepts and ideas in 
our family and marriage behaviour? It aiqpears that 
we are heading toward destruction as a result of 
recwit changes in our marriage and family behaviour* 
But it is not so, Bie chsmges, in the words of 
Talcott Parsons, are functlcnal adaptations to the 
increasing speciaHzatlan of other institutions in 
the society, ISius the modem family is doing 
nothing but endeavouring to meet the requirements 
of changing society* Today Muslim community, 
being an integral part of the Indian society, has 
to adapt its family structure and values to meet the 
1, Parsons TIalcott, 'The Social Structure of the Family 
in Buth N, Anshen (Bd,) op, clt, pp. 2^1-^7* 
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challenge of secularism, urbanization and IndustrialL-
zaticn, in order to f a l l in l ine with the res t of the 
society. Ihe same i s the case as r e ^ r d s the 
Muslims of Aligarh. Ihey also hare adapted and are 
adapting themselves to the dbanged enviixsaient. !Ebe 
process of change ha^ set in , ^ o u ^ slow, but i s 
noticeable in respect of parental authority, husband-
wife relat ionship, dcsoestic roles and ac t i v i t i e s , 
change in the iK^siticm of vonan, freedom to yocrth 
in many walks of l i f o , and a trend to establish 
nuclear or small extended families. 
*f. Sias OF MUSLEM In order t o assess the size 
FiiMILJf IN Q^  ^ g family in quantitative 
AIlGi^ BH 
terms, we will mean a by 
family as »a group consiating 
of a family head and a l l other persons in the home \#io 
are related to the head by blood, marriage or adoption, 
and \dio l ive together and share common housekeeping 
arrangeo^nts S thus comprising married children, 
brothers, s i s t e r s , cousins, aunts, and other blood 
rela t ives and iji~laws« I f in the xjoe dwelling, 
there were l iv ing sepajcate groups under an independent 
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hoad with separate cooking arrangonmit (i .e* separate 
kitchen) are regardted as Independent faiailies, and 
cannot be taken to be e x t e n d i fasdly. In the same 
dwelling we found eltiier a large extended family 
or a coniblnatlon of Independent auelear and small 
e:stended fainilies* In the case of l a r ^ exter^ed 
fanUy, the father or grand-father Is venerated as 
»head» of a family, and quasl-heads of other small 
un i t s of IndepeMent families with independent 
earnings, yt^le retaining the major portion of the i r 
earnings for meeting out needs exclusively of the 
members of the i r family, such as , clothing, educatloaa 
of children, medicine and reczeation e t c . , contrlinite, 
more or less proportlanJit6ily, towards laie commca 
kitchen* In ease of small extended families, they 
consisted of father, h i s one or two married sons; or 
elder brother with one or two married or unmarried 
brothers, contribut^Jig towards, and Baintaining, a 
common kitchen* 'Separate kitehen' symbolises the 
separateness or independence of a fcuoily. In 
AUgaxh we found several such families in which 
several brothers were l i idng in the same house with 
separate kitchen i.e» independently having a separate 
nuclear or small extended family* We csKiie across 
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one or two cases In vdilch father and sosis altogetlier 
l iv ing In the same large family, but had separate 
kltcliims. In such fsuollles I t was repc»rted that the 
f ami Ty or gmieratlon ocnf U c t s w ere too saich less as 
cou^E^red to large extended families. Belatlons 
betve«(i mother-in-law and dau^ter- in*lav vex9 
comparatively amicable and pl^isant* Bie meaaire-
ment of tlie size of tne family i s contlngatit upon 
a definition of family. For th i s purpose, we 
have defined the family above and regarded that 
grcHip of pei*sons who m^ not be related "by blood or 
marriage, although l iving together and sharing coramon 
housekeeping arrangements, from the scope of family 
for the purpose of defining I t s composition in terms 
of s ize . The size of the family VJHI also depend 
upon the age of ti'ie 'head* of the family. Bie size 
of the family, of \ghich the head is the grand-father? 
shal l be greater than the fairily, \&ilcih i s headed 
by father or a brotJier. So average size of the 
fariily may vary according to the age and relationship 
of the head with other members. 
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Of our sanple of 100 familJB s, the nionber of 
families, according to size, ape clas^Jlad in the 
table below J 
TABIE 1« Showin 
number of mernbers 
1 - 3 
If - 6 
7 - 9 
10 - 12 
13 - 15 
l6 — above 
& the 
(1 
size 
No, 
of familias 
. of families 
5 
20 
38 
28 
7 
2 
Housing problem in urban az^ as generally prevent 
the existence of the large households. She same ve 
found true in the case of Aligarti also. Although 
due to strong sentlneaital feelings people do try 
to live close together, or, if they have to move >off 
at all, they try to find another house as close as 
possible. Due to this tendency, the number of 
nuclear family in our saraple, is very small. It was 
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only 5, out of 100» Of them, two repeated that 
they had to more out of the i r parental house in order 
to provide room for tibe stay of thei r younger brother 
a f te r marriage, inotfaer couple had to move and 
e s t a h l i ^ a new house, because his wife belonged to 
a family which was cultural ly and educa1d.onally very 
advanced, and, therefore, i t was not possible for her 
to adapt herself to the social coatiditions of the husband's 
family. This family was s t i l l chi ldless , although were 
married two years ago. B ^ fcwrth family stated the 
reason of the {^lift, that the house of husband's parents 
was away fvcsn the ixLace of his work, h^ice the shif t 
was made in view of convenience. m case of the 
f i f th , they did not move to establ ish a new house but 
the father of the husband had died in his childhood, 
and the mother expired after a few montfas of marriage 
of t^ie son, thus leaving the cc^ple alone. I t shows 
tha t tile tend^KQT to establish neo-local residence i s 
very low. 
Twenty families hud members from ^ to 6. Of them, 
6 were conjugal type, having children below 15 years; 
and 1^ families were of extended t ^ ^ . 2iese small 
extended families consisted of husband, \jlfe, minor 
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Ui3narjEi«^<:^ lM3.dr«ii md/or one married soaiywlt^ one or two 
babies or with no babies, and/or botiti or one parent 
a l ive . In one <»sef one married daughter, her hasl^oid 
and one bal^ were residing In her paroits house, beeanse 
san-imr'lav could not get suitable accomBodatdon. Xhe 
couple was wii^hing to mare to another house soon. 
Ohe number of families consisting m^nber from 
7 to 9 was 38, out of ths saaqple of 100. Biey were 
a l l extended ^ e 4ff tsjBilie s, but one. Thy consisted 
of father and/or mother, married son(s) vl th small 
children, and unmarried sons and dau^ te r s . In two 
or three cases, widows s i s t e r with her uimarrled 
children, and wldoved or divorced daughter with her 
unmarried children were found l iv ing in the extended 
family. 
2h8 fouttli categozy of families wherein the 
number of Bombers ranged froan 10-12, Included 
28 families. Hhe composition of these fazollles was 
iiK>re or less similar to that described above. 
Ihe f i f th and sixth categories Included 7 aiKi 
2 families respectively. The number of members 
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ranged fpoaa 13 to 15 In the foimer case, and i t was 
above 16 in the case of tiie l a t t e r , 
3Sie above analysis of the sample ^aws the 
importance of kin t i e s as regards dooiestic asoial 
relaticaiships, and proves that smong nmsJlra families -
both lower and middle classes - tise general trend is 
»extended• rather than •nuclear* or 'conjugal* foEsdHy. 
There are varying reasons \(?hich ccaitribute to the 
continuance of extended family among Muslims of Aligazh, 
v i z . , rel igion, moral obligations and social oplniGB, 
lack of strong social mobility, both of economic 
geogre.pihic i . e . absence of ^diorbitant eooniealc aad 
social pressures of iMustr* a l izat ton. Bie iaqportance 
of kin t i e s outside the elementary family i s hig^ ULy 
valued and desired. But the notion of 'extended* 
family has been used to a ouch more res t r ic ted way, 
to mean on2y those relat ives '<jho 13-ve together and 
share the same ct^-ralllng as t}\e mRudaers of an elementary 
family car '*dio l i ve ncpx them and s lare together mu^ 
of the i r daily l i v e s . The noticni of * togetherness* 
i s central to tJ^e extended fandJ-y because i t implies 
not only physical contiguity, but i t also refteps to 
social contiguity i . e . nearness or touching of in te res t s . 
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with shared aims and comxm organized ac t iv i t i e s . Sudti 
eaimxm partlclpatlGn was found in the mualim ext^ided 
families of Aligarh. Members of a family ^were 
iiifluenced in a great variety of intimate social wajrs 
both in opinion and behaviour. 
5* FLAHIIED !Ehe size of the fUxsily iisplies 
PA1EK1H00D ^ g conceptian of parenthood, 
which may be analysed with reference to the factors, 
v i z . , economic consideration, cul tura l expectations, 
rel igious enjolnments, growing individualism, and bi r th 
control . 
Modem i&nerican and v«estexTX sociologists maintain 
that urban l i f e has becose so planned that even childran 
can be budget ted for lilce a TV or refr igerator . But 
th i s statffi^nt does not hold good in the case of Indian 
family in general, and muslia family in par t icular ; 
and more so in the cttfle of the ilLlgarh Muslim family, 
because Aligarh i s not so highly urbanized and Industriar 
l l zed . 236 population of the outskirts of the ci ty 
i s more akJin to the rural pc^mlatlon in habi ts , customs, 
cul ture and way of l i f e . we fcaand a coirrelaticii betweai 
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tiie size of tho parental tamlXj and the siso of the 
fandJLy of the sons. Bae sons, ibo were reared in a 
big fazally, wer9 in favour of raising a big fanny , say, 
of 5 to 6 di i ldren in view of econoiaic gains. This 
l^ tnlngwas greater In the lo^er class families than 
middle class families. 
XABLS 2* Showing tcsidsncy of people in respect 
of ttie fgrnlty size 
Class 
number of the children desired 
I 5—nr 
5 Upto 2 0 Upto h- § Dpto 6 0 Above 6 
1 k JL 0 
Lover class 
fandllQg 6 ^ $2 % 30 ^ 12 ^ 
Middle e la^s 
f aJDilies ^ % 58 ^ ^k• % h % 
I t has becoQie a mxLm Lhat lower ineon^ fazxllles 
t ^ i d to be l a r g e r than iii^^er ixicome fa ini l ies . !Ehe 
vaiyiiig causes laay be associa ted with i t , i/-is., economic 
and pecuniaiy no t ives , ixsligious bent of laind, and 
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psQTchologlcal thinking, and the marriage age etc* Qie 
manual voikers, (^o are poor and foUov mostly 
tradlticaial occui)ation, and being Ignorant, social 
mobility among them Is e^al to nought), marry earlier 
than the no&-manual voricers, (vho are comparatlyely 
well-off, well educated, moTlng up on the social scale) 
fable 2 shows the difference of attitude as regards 
the size of the family, 6 per cent of the lowr 
class families were in favour of having only two 
chlldr^i as against 2^ per c^nt Sn the case of middle 
class families. Four may be regarded the optiiaom 
number of children for both classes of families because 
the percentage of lower and middle class families 
favouring it was 58 per cent respectively. From the 
lower dass, 30 per cent voted for having a family of 
six, and 12 j»r cent for a family of more than six 
childi^n. Unlike the lower class, the percentage of 
the middle class families considering it desirable to 
have six or sK>re than six children was 1^ per cent axKi 
^ per cent respectively. Middle class families were 
certainly ccanparatively superior to their counter part 
in respect of income, education, social mobility, axKl 
attitude and thinking. 
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Hot only social» economic and cultural factors 
and individual preferences influence productife 
trends, religion also exerts a very strong influei^e 
on the size of the faiaily* The reason is that the 
degree of religious participation affects contrac^tive 
patterns. The nusliais in view of religious prohibi-
tion, are averse to use any technique of birth-eonta^ol, 
especially those who have orthodox traditional viev 
and lack of siodem secular education. It does not 
imply that, notwithstanding the diffusicai of birth 
control methods reached a high point during the recent 
years, none among the muslims try contraceptives; tih«y 
certainly do, but very little percentage of nwslim 
expressed their readiness to try it, Ihey, however, 
did not like the idea of getting sterilized, but wis^ 
to space the baby. The following table shows the views 
regarding planned family tiirough the use of con^ raci^ p<-
tives or sterilizationt 
TARTR 3. Showing the percentage of preferences in 
respect of the use of contraceptives, etc. 
Class 0 No check i Contraceptives OS terilization 
Lower ^2 Jf 7 % 1 % 
Middle 32 % ^5 % I % 
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Besides rel igion, the other factors for higher 
z^te of disuse of checks to reduce fanUy siz« axus 
educational d i f ferent ia l , t2iat i s , those 1^0 \i9Te 
only l i t e r a t e or High Sc^oo). were more in favour 
of having hlg faioilies as comp^ired to the man \Aio 
had received college or University edu(mtioKi$ 
secondly, the zauslim women in AXigaxh havd very 
l i t t l e opportunity to voz^ outside the home, hence 
reduction in child b i r th i s not expedient to th^ai. 
We have already shown that * extended* family 
i s the normal and the most common form of family among 
the maslims — both lower and middle classes . 
However, we found that there i s a growing tendency 
to establish conjugal families within the extended family, 
tha t i s , the extended family c(»isi3ts of several units 
of conjugal families, quasi*independrait in nature* 
these conjugal family uni ts are in seme respects 
indep4toK^3nt and in some s x ^ r e s Joint and par t of a 
la rger un i t . Otous, we found two sets of in terre la t ion-
ships — one limited and internal t o the conjugal 
family, and tiie other so wider in scope as to cover 
the ext^ided family groMp, Uiis trend of having 
small conjugal families within the larger extended 
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f axalljr may l>e said to hays developed in zesponse to 
the regulreoffiits and demands of the QK)dem t^lBos, 
said the precise factors involved in th is process 
oay be Identified as (1) the disagreement vhldi hsa 
been ccfumaa vlt^iln the extended family among brol^bers 
or between father and scmsf (2) cost of higher edu<»tlon 
of chlldr^ii (3) prospects of independent eocsioiRlc 
earnings; (,h) wlfe*s desire ind at t i tude to have 
Independenos in certain spheres of l i f e , and the i^e^ure 
of Independence the voinan has achieved has j^purred her 
to rebel agnlnst the t radi t ional mother-in-law*s zulej 
and (5) the spread of education among both sons and 
daughtez^ has introduced nevr concepts counter to the 
t rad i t iona l way of l i f e t and favouring aspirations to 
IndepesKlenoe l«e« modified the s t ructural relatloni^ilps 
within the larger extended family in such & way that 
m^ital uneasiness and s t ra ins are eliminated* I t does 
not mean that tSiey are not in favour of retEiining the 
extended family. Shey iiQld tiiat the integration of 
la rger family i s as great as that of other ins t i tu t ions , 
because individuals are l ikely to experience some stresses 
and s t ra ins soir»times during the i r l ives . She consolation 
and help they need and tliat c r i t i c a l time could be 
provided moie quickly and passionately in the family — 
- t») -
l a rger extended family — than In other associations* 
Tet they are not against bringing about aecouradative 
changes vithin i t s s t ructural relaticmships* Sie 
fG l i a l ng table shows the a t t i tudes of our sasiple. 
TABIE K 
CCLass 
Showing a t t i tude in respect of changes 
in the fasiily 
Favouring 
nuclear 
fasdly. 
FaTourlng 
extended 
fazDily. 
Favouring 
exttt^Uid family 
in modified form 
Lower 
Middle 
38 Jg 
12 % 7^% 
Bie percentage of those willing to have nuclear 
families among lower and middle cla.sses i s 8 and 1^ 
respectively, and of those who opined in favour of 
retffliticxn of extended family in an un&odifled form i s 
38 and 12 per cent respectively. ISnB percentage of 
persons \dio wanted that ths t rad i t iona l roles and 
duties be adapted to sa t i s ly the needs and aspirations 
of the present generation was 5^ said 7^ per c« i t in 
case of lower and middle classes respectively* !Ehe 
changes xdiich they desired to bring about were the 
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softening of the s t e m cSlsclpline or r igid f inmess 
associated with the authoritarian) pateLarchal aiid 
pa t r i l inea l t radi t ional extoided fasdLly. "Sae 
relaticffiships should be gonremed through affeetiLcm 
and understanding instead of mstocratlc domination of 
guardian. They liked tbat the nev relationships he 
based on refined-manners, cordial b^iaviour, cooperatiTe 
equali ty, noitual sQrc^thy and t rus t , so that the mnt 
relationships should be capable of generating «^7tional 
l inks between members of di f ferent generati<ais, 
without any loss of prestige and respect of the 
elders in the family* 
6, HKLAUCKSHIPS m THE The great diversity 
EXTENDI FimiS t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ ^ 
TraditicTial ?l«w 4 
today results from 
two vigorous but 
oppAilng forces in Indian Muslim society in general, 
and of Allgaih Muslim society in part icular — the 
presentation of t rad i t ional ways in the devoutly 
rel igious groups, and the strong pull toward 
modernization in a growing number of upper and middle 
class families. Of the two, tradltlcm s t i l l predcMlnates, 
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especially among the lower- and lower-middle 
classes* Hence we shall describe in 
some detail traditional family life in 
terns of its organization; the inter-
relationships betvpsen family members, 
the socialization of the child, the 
function of the family in relation to the 
rest of the social structure and the 
is^act of modernization on such life« 
Bie Indian traditional family was the »joint 
family', and the extended family was the predominant 
among Arabs because Islam, evolving as it did out 
of the tribal clan system, has added furtier 
support to the large family unit. Among the Muslims 
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of iUigarh, the extended family system, not 
^olnt family, is oooaon* !Ihe reason is obvious* 
Besides religious and other factors, it (musLim 
family) adapted to Hxe envlranliig culture. Hence the 
family tended to be of large size, and based on 
social obligations of kinship. Kinship is 
traced bilaterally, that is, on botli the male and 
the finale sides of the family | although the fozner 
may have been on greater social significance in -^ev 
of patriarchal practices of the society. Authority 
in the ffla;$ority of families is lodged in the male head* 
Not only muslim practice and lav fostered such 
pra-ctice, but Hindu tradtional eacpeilence appeared 
to Justify it. 
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Jxi the tradlticxial extended faMly as i t exis ts in 
Aligarh, respect and affecticc closely bind faMljr 
members togetJier. A3 tlie tusdlsputed head of the house-
hold the father wielded, and in many cases st^Lll 
wields, coaisiderable authority over his wife, children 
and grand-children. He generally renains aloof and 
makes decisions which are arbi t ra iy and <aainot be 
questioned. Even middle aged children are reluctant 
to i n i t i a t e any act ivi ty vhi^ch t he i r father might 
disapprove. 
In such a family the mother never openly contra-
dic ts her husband, although she may ask relatives to 
intervaae in her brfialf. She i s cocrpelled to 
recognize her husband's power over her and her 
children and must unquestionably accept whatever 
Aeeisiosis are handed down* 
To the ciiildren the mother i s the focal point 
of affeeticai and succour. She often acts as a l iaison 
between them and their father in the hope of softening 
possible punishment or gaining favours. 
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MasllJB mothers in extended houses In paptlcwlap 
are extremely deToted to the i r sons and a strong 
reciprocal relationship develops early and coTiulnues 
throu^out l i f e . Even vhen married,the son expects 
h i s wife to su to i t to h is laother^s authority idiethcr 
she l ives with or only v i s i t s occasionally. Tradition 
has placed the duties of the married woiaan to serve 
her parenta-in-law eTen above her duty to her hasbaxid. 
Tradi t ionary , a Eother iarposes s t r i c t e r demands on 
her dauther than cai her son, for she recognizes the 
importance of properly t iutning her to be a good 
wife, a good dauther-in-law. 
7- ISLiffidIC COIICEPT With marriage a new family 
uni t comes into being. But 
RELA I^QHSHIPS 
i t i s common that the newly 
marriai use to l i ve a t f i r s t in the hooie of the bride-
groom's family, where they are but par t of a larger 
family and to a Is^ge nteasure under the ccantrol of the 
father or grand-father. Biey may, however, establish 
a separate family for themselves afterwards. 
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Iftisllas hold ths».t since imrriagc creates fajnily, 
i t pewrlts sex^Jial divisicsa of labour and gives status 
and security to the sjwusos. I t brings scxiial aM 
sexual comj^nionship to husband and wife. Besides, 
they have to surrender the i r autaiooy in expectation 
of the larger blessings of union, yet they retain 
individual i den t i t i e s . I t imposes upon them r i ^ t 
and duties as a wedded paii^ 
Bie ixjciptocal r i ^ t s and duties within the 
marriage relationship are d^uLt with in the Quran 
and subsequent Islamic leg is la t ion . OJhe Prophet 
had set forth marriage as a divinely establisQied 
ins t i tu t ion for his conmanity, \i*iere the family was 
to be the natural unit instead of the clan or t r ibe , 
and marriage the sole form of union between the sexes* 
Quran says women are to be comfort to the men, 
as the men are to be to them ( I I , 1835 17, ^ , 6 ) . 
Believers oust confine the i r at tentions to the i r legal 
wives (Quran: XXUI, 6, 7) and i f a man has more than 
one wife, he must endeavour to bestow equal treatment 
upon the i r wives (Quran: IV, 3)« Vttves nust be 
submissive and modest (Quran: lY, 38,3'f,6). A refractory 
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wife may be ponlshed by being admoaolafoed, ^ nled her 
husbands bed, beaten and made to obej (Quran: IV, 38), 
though the Prophet is said to have declared that a loan 
should not beat his wife as he would his slave* In 
another tradition the Prqphet asserted the right of 
woman: *33iou allow her to eat vhen thou eatest, and 
clothe her as thou clothest thyself, that thou strike 
her not in the face, nor treat her with Igncxnlny, nor 
leave her except in the house* * 
The wife is exhorted never to offsend or haro 
her husband. She has the legal right to be maintained 
by him in accordance with his oieansy to be fed and 
clothed and cared for as far as possible In accordance 
with the stjule of life to %dilch sQie has been accustomed 
in her own home and shall be provided with j»rvant»s 
help if she has been won to it* She has a right 
to expect kindness from husband so long as she behaves 
herself* Ihe Quran states that the husband should 
treat his wife kindly (IV, 5, 25)* 2he Prophet said 
that the liast man among them was he who showed 
himself the best husband and, on several occasions, is 
said to have recommendei that his followers exercise 
care and kindness towards their wives. !I!here is 
1* Ie"»y, R.. Ihe Social Structure of Islam, 
(2nd Edn) Cambridge, University Press, 1y53> P* 
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a traditicm that he (Prophet) said that the man who 
remains in a state of anger with his wife is a man 
vtiose prayers will not be answered and whose good worics 
will not be accepted. It is her respcmsibility to 
care for the cleanliness and orderliness of the 
hcusehdLd; to suckle, care for, and train her 
children although a wet nurse may be employed if 
both parents agree (Quran: II, 238,6) and to be 
attentive to her husband's well-being and eoiafort. 
She is responsible for preparing his seals. She is 
also responsible for the proper care of his possessicms, 
which she may not lend or dispose of without his 
permissicn, though she may take frcan them aus nau^ as 
necessary. TbB Law Books say that she cannot be 
required to earn money for ter husband, not even to 
the extent of spinning or weaving for the household; 
but local custom often dictates that the wives share 
in the work in the fields, with the animals and in 
other earning activities of the husband or household. 
There is no community of property, however, between 
husband and wife. Her dowery is hers absolutely, 
and she retains full possession and control of her 
belongings as he does of his. J!he Quran expressly 
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forbids any coercion of women by their husbands in 
respect to t he i r own property (IV» 23). She inheri ts 
a par t of the property l e f t by her re la t ives , or her 
husband, i f she survives hira (Quran: IV, ¥,7>10,12)« 
8, HUSBMD-WIEB ROIE-SBT In Indian MUSHJB society 
IN EXPENDED FAMIIZ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t r a d i t i o n a l 
directed for several centuries, the hold of traditicai 
i s ^111 strong over a large part of socielgr. Uiough 
the t radi t ional eoncepticois r e^ rd ing the s ta tus and 
role of husband and wife are slowly changing in eon-
temporaiy auslim Indian society, the tradition-ori«ated 
conceptions s t i l l largely prevai l . Traditionally 
a iDarried woman's world i s her home and she i s 
primarily required to look af ter the welfare of her 
husband, her progeny, and other m^jbers of the family, 
i f any, and husbaM*s task i s to assume faU responsi-
b i l i t y of making adequate arrangemfnts for the provision 
and protection of ttie family. While the sphere of 
wife has been s t r i c t l y limited and confined to home 
under the ia?otectian of man; husband's f ield of 
ac t iv i ty i s largely outside the home. 
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In the traditional extended nuslim fasdlies» the 
nonoal relations bet^reen husband and wife were and 
still are determined hy the principle that there should 
be an absolute identity in their aesthetic) material 
and moral interests. 
Bje maimgeE^nt of household is primarily the wLfe»s 
duty, to be dischargod with the content of h«r husband 
She is to run the household and help the husband by 
contributing h«r labour, if he is poor, !Sie wife 
is never supposed to contradict her husband even if 
she knows that he is wrong. She cannot fight wititi 
her husband as an eqiml, but oust always subislt 
herself to the good judgement of her husband. She 
must obey him and be at his beck and call. She will 
eat only after the husband has ^.ten, aoid will not 
complain if there is not ©lough for her. 
In the extended families relations between the 
newly married couple take a long time to settle 
down. !0bey are strangers to each others and they 
have no pri.vacy to enable them to develop under-
standing and admiration for each other, and they 
get few appottunities to sit down and discuss important 
matters. ilso, both of them have to play minor roles 
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in the family, as the family po l i t i c s are doodjmted 
by the older and more experienced generaticxj. Bioo^ 
the subordinate and super-opdinate relationships make 
i t easier to get along with each other, there i s no 
question of c r i t i c a l discussion or heated arguments, 
and i f such happen to a r i se , the husband i s expected 
to put the wife in her proper place. I t i s in the 
nature of the family set-up tha t the wife wil l have 
to make a certain amount of sacrif ice and discipline 
he 1^elf to f i t in to t te s i tua t ion. 
9. \am MD IK-LA^ The extent of i l l treatment 
shown by aiot^er-in-law B ^ 
probably be exaggerated, but there i s no doubt that 
i t did axis t . Since the dauther-in-law i s eventually 
expected to run the family, a certain amount of power 
struggle gradually develops between the two. 
2he daughter-in-law i s considered an outsider, 
influencing the son yiho has been Iqyal and faithful 
t o h is mother a l l h is l i f e . ttoderlying this r ivalry 
and jealou!=y of each other 's power i s mother-in-law's 
authority over the distrilfution of duties and functions 
in the family. Before the a r r iva l of the new bride 
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the mother-in-lav did most of the vork in the home hy 
herself, hut the ar r ival of the daughitep-in-law has 
i n c r e a s e the number of worisers in the family without 
increasing the workt fliere i s always a complaint 
that the mother-in-law envoys le i sure a t the cost of 
her dau^ter- in- law. Such cr i t ic ism increases as the 
physical powers of the mo*be2>-in-law decline without 
a corresponding decline in her authority. 
Die relat ionship between the fatlier-in-law and 
the daughtep-in-law i s of reserved affection. She i s 
expected to be respectful and obedient. She must 
observe seclusion in his presence, cover her face 
and r e t i r e in one comer. Ihe father-in-law expects 
the same kind of obedience and reverence fr(an his 
dauther-±n-law as aiie gives to her own father 
a t hcsse, 
Aligarh Muslims have ccaitinually favoured the 
extended family un i t , because i t was influenced by 
the Hindu social structure i . e . jo in t family and 
Islamic Arab society also added further support to 
the large family uni t . 
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In the t rad i t ional patr iarchal muslim fami ly 
of Aligarh the father expects his sons when mairied 
to bring the i r idives to l ive in his household,which 
ultimately consists of the f i r s t generation parents, 
t he i r single children and their laarried scais with tlreir 
wives and children. Upon the fatiier's deat^ the 
brothers generally establish separate households, and 
the eldest assuiae responsiblity for providing for his 
widowed mother, umaarried siblings and .any widows 
and their children. 
10. SOCIAL!ZATIOI? CSJiMren occupy a favoured 
OF CHIIDIEH position in the traditicxial 
musliia hc»isehold of Aligarh. JE^rents, grandparents, 
and other re la t ives lavish almost imlimited attention 
upcai them, i)articularly the younger children, and 
boys more than g i r l s . As children reach school age 
they are gradually but firmly taught to be pol i te 
and respectful to adults. Early in thei r l i ves , 
boys recognize that they occupy a favoured position 
in society and they are apt to bully the i r s i s t e r s , 
although l a t e r on the i r feelings of superiority 
assume a more protective a t t i t ude . 
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As regards the rearing of children, the traditional 
mother receives guidance from relatives, custaas, 
superstition and religion. Her mother-in-law is 
generally at hand to tell her \^at to do and \iiiat not. 
Paraits make frequent reference to superstitions and 
religious practices, many of which are designed to 
protect the child from the evil eye. The laore 
traditional parents may pwrposely avoid comaenting cm 
beauty or healthiness of a young child for fear of 
inciting the evil eye. 
Discipline is administered very arbitrarily. Bie 
father may punish his children for a trivial offence 
at one time and overlook the same incident on another 
occasion. Punishn^nt varies from a sliarp word of 
relwke to a slap or a beating. 2he comparison to the 
father, the mother treats the child very permissively 
and frequently interveres in his behalf v^en the father 
is angyy. Both parents give boys greater freedom of 
eacpression and aDov them more opportunity to vent their 
aggression than they do for their daughters, A girl 
is expected to be docile and to give way to her brothers. 
Her mother trains her in household duties and oftrai 
delegates the care of younger children to her. 
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Bie youRger child receives much of his moral and 
rel igious training frcxn his nKDther. He i s constantly 
adnte i^ed to obey and respect his elders, espe<^ally 
h i s father* In the process of socialization the 
child acquires a personality admirably suited to t i ^ 
Ticissitudes of l i f e . In sp i te of his fa ther ' s 
arbi t rary and authori tat ive measures, the child at 
the same tlae gains a certain degree of izidep^idence 
and self-assertiveness from h is relat ioeiMp to the 
r e s t of h is family. ©le child thus finds himself 
in an ambivalent position of being depend®it on the 
father and having to submit to h is dooiination, vhile 
also being the centre of a t t r i t i o n when he i s with 
other family mfflabers. Hts d o s e t ies TJ^ J h is 
mother and also to his brothers give him the feeling 
that his borne, i f novdiere e l se , wi l l alvays be a heavKi 
of secMrity. 
11 . TBMD OF CHAKGE IN We have already discussed 
RBIAHQHSHIPS IN 
BEEMMTARr PMIOT 
ttie family process in 
Aligarh and attenpted to 
show that the process of industr ia l izat ion, urbanization 
have brought about socio-psychological changes in the 
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a t t i tudes and values of the people of this eouritry, 
especially amcang the urban populatioai, and ccaisequently 
a number of upper and middle class families» ^ o l ive 
in the city and chiefly in the University area, have 
adopted modem western practices to varying degrees. 
Strong differences tend to a r ise between the f i r s t and 
seccaid generation where the youriger people have got 
modem education and have t ravel led and resided 
abvoad. In Aligarh many muslim families have beccaae 
acquainted with western values and practices t h r o u ^ 
modem education, or by coming in contact with European 
and JiaerJUjan products, especially movies ai^ litera%£irc. 
Movies, both Eaglish and Indian, more than any other 
thing, have greatly altered the att i tudes of many 
young people toward marriage and family l i f e by 
introducing them to the idea of romantic love. Becoming 
dissatisfjl^d with pre-arranged marriages they have 
often revolted against |a . temal authority. In 
par t icu lar , young educated rauslim woman, am»zed by 
the freedom of the woman i>ortrayed on the screen, are 
eager to adopt as many of the new ways as possible. 
The at t i tudes of the educated women have considerably 
changed, par t icular ly with regard to narriage and 
the i r own status and ro le . 
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In brief, western influences and changes in the 
social position of urban wcanen have to scaoe extent 
a l tered the Aligarh Muslim family organization aM 
value system in general and of a small ntaaber of upper 
and middle class families, who have broken with 
t rad i t ion , in par t icular . Altliou-jh s t a t i s t i c s are 
lacking, t t e general impression i s that in tiiese 
families there i s a tendency toward nuclear families 
and a breakdown of extended family groupings. Ccmccffld.-
t an t ly , f i l i a l obligations, uliile s t i l l strong, shows 
sign of weakening. Sons and d a u ^ t e r s , who have 
received modem education in Aligaiti or abroad, are 
generally eager to l ive apart from the i r family with 
l i t t l e or no help from them. In turn, tihey do not 
feel the some deep responsibil i ty to their elders and kin 
that tile more t radi t ional minded Aligarfi Muslims do. 
12. aOSBAED-WIFEi Among the muslim though divorce 
BELATICKSHIP ^ permissible, yet the traditiona 
IN HUCLEAR 
FAHILT concept of marriage among them 
has been that marriage shouH 
not be broken as far as possible. M.\ orce has 
virtaially been abhored by the society in general. Wcaaen 
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detested the idea of divorce more than man because 
of ber veak ecoxicsnic position and social disapproval* 
Hence hasband and wife af ter marriage had to make 
efforts to adjust to (me another*s t as ie and Uas^Tsmmt 
by subordinating personal grat i f icationa and by aakliig 
coinprcmLse between themselves rather than breaking 
with each other in the event of differences and 
d i s s imi la r i t i e s . Goode wri tes : "In most societ ies , 
however, the young were taught that a t the best they 
could count on respect and a proper discharge of 
duties fr(»ii t he i r spouse, but they cculd not ezpeet 
happiness and naturally could not divorce i f they 
fai led to achieve happiness*'• In the past , among 
muslims have marriages been an-anged* Yet there was 
no room for confl ict because the role relat ions of 
husband-wife were more clearly specified by the larger 
society. 3I1US there was no campetiticn as regards 
the functions of m^i and women and that might have 
fac i l i t a ted the achievemoit of na r i t a l harmony. 
Men and women have now begun to real ize that , as 
members of soc ie ty , the i r Ifcres have a definite and 
a higher objective as well as a greater responsibility 
1, Goode, William J . , The Family, New Delhi, 
Prentice-Hall of India (Private) Ltd. 1965, p. 93* 
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than that vhlcih was expected in an eztexKied family* 
Tile change of t he i r attitudbe towards various issues 
of l i f e has, in i t s turn, affected their beha"?lour 
patt©i«s in various spheres of l i f e , and a revolution 
has been brought about in the outlook vdth regard to 
the conception of the status and role of husband and 
wife in society. 
Now a growing trend among women i s that the i r 
l ives should not be circumscribed to merely Imre 
making, dutifulness to husband, obedience to in-laws, 
child-bearing and dojnestic work. A large majority 
of thKa desired to have a relationaihip of co-partnership, 
not of subordination, with tlieir husbands, Ttvsy 
expected a large measure of tetpi^lness in the i r married 
l i f e and demanded personal grat i f icat ion of thei r 
©notional, physiological, social , and economic needs 
out of their laarriage. Hence they want separation 
from extend«i family l i f e and freedom frcm tiie control 
of in-laws. Ihey wish that t l ^ i r privileges should 
equally be regarded when they are required to fu l f i l l 
the i r obligations. 3iis indicates a deflnlce and v i t a l 
change in the i r a t t i tude towards marriage and marital 
relationship* 
' ^ho -
The fundamental change that was noticed was that 
the men and women botb prefenred marriage by choice, 
in which personal considerations \iEPe found to be 
predoainant. I5ais they considerai expedient with 
a view that each of th^n may know and understsmd 
s imilar i ty and diss imilai l ty in perscSiality t r a i t s . 
Personality t r a i t s denote a person's inherited or 
acquired individual character is t ics of taioughts, 
feelings, and actions. I t includes the psycho-
physical, emotional, and also the conscious and 
UDconscious behaviour pattern of a -person* In a 
general sense, personality t r a i t s would denote only 
a person's temperajr.ent, needs, expectations, tas tes , 
i n t e re s t s , a t t i tudes , values of l i f e , health, inciivi-
dual capacities and capabi l i t ies as manifested in 
him -with re la t ion to h is social miUieu. As 
personality t r a i t s of the spouses are Uie outcome 
of heredity and socio-cultural milieu in wliich they 
are bom and brought up and in xfhlch they move about. 
Personality t r a i t s affect marital adjustments; they 
help or hinder marital adjustoent. As regards similarity 
in personality t r a i t s , i t cannot be denied that 
s imi lar i t ies between spouses with regard to in te res t s , 
t a s t e s , habits and values of l i f e i s generally expected 
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to be condwcive to mar i ta l accord. 
AnotixBT Important change t h a t was noted was in 
respec t of husband-wife r o l e - s t a t u s . In the pas t , 
the re la t ionsh ip of husband and wife was governed 1:^  
»a c l ea r cut divisicsn of labour between them, each 
having an e s s e n t i a l ro le t o play in the household; 
and t t e expected subordinate positicm of the wife 
which eliminated nwch conf l i c t and tension*. But 
today the number of educated working wives among 
muslims i s a l s o an the increase . Many educated 
muslim war^n are ta r ing to be gainfully emplcored -
before and a f t e r marriage. Not only thc^e wcaaen 
who are eccnornically hardpressed ^ t engaged in 
paid jobs but a l so those who wish to l i v e a soc ia l ly 
useful l i f e and add to the family f inances . T h ^ 
have come to r e a l i s e tiiat work gives them personal 
s t a tus and independent s o c i a l s tanding. With the 
change in woman's personal s t a t u s and soc ia l 
s t a t u r e has come a change in her way of thinking 
and fee l ing . In t l i is t r a n s i t i o n a l phase, there i s 
g rea t uncer ta in ty i^garding the speci f ic ro les of 
1. Boss, ALleen D., The Hindu Family in urban se t t i ng , 
Bombay, Oxford univers i ty Press , I96 l , p . 15^. 
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husband and id-fe. !Kiey have become ra ther i n t ena ing le i . 
The married working women a re required to play dual 
r o l e ; one as wives, mothers, and hous^/ ives, and the 
o the r , as employees. Being subjected to the dual 
demands of horre and woife, they demaiKi that the husbands 
should change t h e i r a t t i t u d e s and minimise t h e i r 
demands from t h e i r wives. They should a l so develop 
a sense of shouldering doEKstic respca is ib i l i t i es side 
by side the wives, %IQ pa t t e rns of fa t i i l ies wi\.h 
worldLng \ilfe and fiaictions of t l ie i r d i f ferent iiiembers 
are l i a b l e to be great ly affected by tlie fac t of 
wi fe ' s gainful employment outside the home. 
In ttie soc ia l s t ruc ture of the t r a d t i o n a l nusllm 
family, the t yp ica l pa t te rn of husband-wife i s : »iaale 
dominant and female dependent*• The husband ergoys 
super ior pos i t ion over tlie ;d.fe and the major decision 
making r d e s are mostly the doraain of husband. ISie 
wife t a c i t l y accepts a subservient positicai in the 
family and her ro l e in the domestic sphei^e remains 
compLementajy. Bit witli the assitznption of the 
add i t iona l ro le — world.ng ;«>man»s ro le — outside 
he r hCHne and with the achievement of a new s ta tus 
as a workinj xrcnaar., she has enlargecl her »s ta tus -se t» . 
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Ihe new c ta tus involves a f i^sh array of expectations 
frcHQ those cons t i t u t i ng the ' r o l e - se t» of the incundbent. 
The »wori£-3?ole • on one hand brings the wife out of the 
l i a i i t ed sphere of home, and on the other mak%a 
coi t inuous demands on her time and energy. In doing 
so, scsoe of the expectat ions of the members of her 
o r i g ina l »role-set» are l i a b l e to be l e f t un fu l f i l l ed . 
With t h i s addi t ion i n r o l e s and s t a t u s e s , there 
i s H u o l e to be a change in her actaaal performance 
as a l so in her a t t i t u d e , said expectat ions v i t h regard 
to her husbands and her owi r o l e - s e t and s t a t u s - s e t 
in the fandly. 
Hot only the working-women, but the educated 
un^iployed women of today l i v i n g i n urban areas are 
l i a b l e to develop a narked t«idency to become 
ex t r ao rd ina r i l y ccsnscious of t h e i r i nd iv idua l i t y and 
individiml s t a tus and are prone t o have developed 
egos, h®ice change in the a t t i t u d e s of spouses 
towards each o t h e r ' s ro le and s t a t u s i s i n e v i t a b l e . 
The t r a d i t i o n a l conception, regai'ding the s t a tus 
and ro le ci husband and wife are slowly clianging 
i n caaitaiiporary louslim soc ie ty . The tendency that 
husband and wife should share the household ;iobs i s 
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increas ing . Husbands have a l s o rea l i sed th i s new 
r e a l i t y t ha t mar i t a l adjustment depends upon Glaring 
of hour.ehald jobs by both sexes. ihe pa t r i a rcha l 
eziiectat ions of the husband and h i s attl t iKie wit3i 
regard to husband-wife dut ies in tiie household i s 
changed. OJie eisployed wife»s newly emerged need 
for her Ijiusbajnd's he lp and ass i s tance in carrying 
out household jobs has been r ea l i zed . 
I t i s note^worthy tha t the onployed wives 
prefer i^d tlie r e l a t i onsh ip of »husband*s super ior i ty* . 
"Bic employed, but ns i r i ta l ly well-adjusted women, does 
not mind having: a subordinate pos i t ion to tha t of her 
husband in the family and accepts happily tiie older 
concept of he r subordinate pos i t i on . But she aoes not 
accept tJie absolute author i ty of her husband over her . 
Slie wants t ha t her i nd iv idua l i t y and persona l i ty showld 
a l s o be recognized. ^ e seeks advice of her husband 
on kno'cty problems of household and prefer her 
opinion, but does not l i k e t h a t her opinion should 
have no place in family a f f a i r s . 
Not ccly the s t a t u s and r o l e , but a l s o the feel ings 
towards fat t ier- in-law and mother-in-law have a l so been 
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changing. In the past , in jo in t and extended families 
incomes were pooled. But i f the husband was not 
contributing due share to the family income, the 
mother-in-law and husband's brothers* wives used to be 
harsh to her and taunted her for being a burden on them. 
They l iked her to carry out household Jobs l ike a 
servant. Mother-in-law had the absolute control in 
the house, and, sometimes, she would i n s i s t that her 
daughters-in-law should do the household Jobs and should 
serve the parents-in-law personally, even though there 
were servants in the house. Mothers-in-law were 
unkind and inccoisiderate to the dauther8«in«>law« 
Generally husbands used to take mother's side and 
wives were rebuked. 
But now there i s a t a c i t change in the relatlcsnship. 
!D^y wish to l ive in separate house af ter marriage. 
Educated daughters-In-law happily agree to give 
financial help to her in-laws. Formerly, when a 
daughter-in-law started running the house and started 
sharing her husband's at tent ion, mother-in-law, owing 
to her sense of possessicn, f e l t sore and jealous 
about i t and behaved indifferently towards hers . 
Dauglrieiers-in-law also f e l t jealous and distrubed \fh&i 
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she fcswnd her husband caring a l o t for his mother 
and devoting a l o t of his tiiae to her. Bit now 
both mothers-in-law and daughters-to-lair hare 
understood and accepted the rea l i ty . Mothers-in-law 
have realized that daughters-in-lav need husband's 
attentLcai , care aM love. So, by and by, they 
have chan<|ed the i r a t t i tude and gave their sons 
more time to be with the i r wives and do not 
interfere in the i r a f fa i r s . Daughters-in-law ne«d 
attention and affection of the i r sons. ©ws, 
acceptance and understanding on the part of a l l 
the three members of the family created aUTfection 
and consideraticai for one another and brought about 
congenial atmosphere for happy l iv ing. 
Women in these more modem families, when 
compared to those in the t radi t ional as t t in i , tend 
to delay marriage and then to have fewer number 
of children, part icularly when they are empldiyed 
outside the ha$e, 2ie children in such families, 
i f nuclear, are more apt to be under the care of 
servants and, i f families are extended, they a re 
kept and looked after by in-laws, especially 
^rand-mothers. 
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Separated from tihe older generation and largely 
defying conventional behaviour, the modem urban 
family encounters many s i tuat ions which threat«a 
i t s s t ab i l i t y . Religious standards of conduct 
are being discarded in favour of greater freedom 
of social behaviour, patterned on western ideas. 
The husband, i^hdle he may be rprc«d of h is 
wife's ab i l i ty to hold a p3rofessianal job, resents 
her interference In the decision naking of family 
a f fa i r s . Similarly, %dien he reca l l s his own u0)ringing, 
he may object to the lack of resp^st his children 
show him. 
Many of the interpersonal relationships iidilch 
are found In the modem upper- and middle-class familieai. 
But in these fami 1 ABBS the husband remains the centre 
of authority. The wcaaan in lower class families, 
l ike her cotoaterpart, also works to add to the family 
income. She has to devote more time and energy 
to dOB^stic jobs and I s more dutiful and at tentive 
to her husband's demands. She is more religious 
— rather superst i t ious — in her outlook, and 
v i s i t s to toabs and rel igious serines. They have 
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l i t t l e time or desire for le isure time ac t iv i t i e s . 
Ho clubs or recreaticfial places exis t in Aligarto 
for them. !Bie only crecreation available to them 
i s cinema* 
Bie family has t radi t ional ly served as the 
stepping-stone by vjhich an individual relates himself 
to the res t of the social system, particularly terms 
of r e l i ^ o n , education and leisure time ac t i v i t i e s . 
Many t radi t ional mlddle«and lovezwclass families, 
par t icular ly those in the suburban areas, depend 
upon the jo in t income of the i r m«i, women and children. 
Generally the men may appi^ntice the i r s ons to the 
neighbouring shops or take them into tiieir own 
business. 
Schooling, once an integral part of family l i f e , 
i s now largely government conducted. Vocational 
t ra ining, however, remains an important part of the 
family. Sons of urban craft^aan or tradesman may 
follow their fatl-ier's occupation or other occupation. 
Ihey often receive no other education but that wliich 
i s provided by the master to vhcm they are apprentice-:. 
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Prosperous businessmen seM thei r sons to college 
but they prefer t lmt a t l eas t cme son carry on the 
family business. In scxne of these families f i l i a l 
obligations are especially strong, t l ^ sons enlarge 
and expand the i r father 's business. In a t radi t ional 
family g i r l s are generally not encouraged to seek nwre 
than an elementary school education, fOT parents deem 
an early marriage more desirable. 
Religious practices consti tute a significant 
par t of the daily l i f e of t radi t ional families. Ihe 
family s t r i c t l y enforces food taboos, such as 
abstaining from poiii and alcoholic beverages, and 
maintaining the fast during Ramazan. More poorly 
educated families may pin written prayers to thei r 
children's clothing to ward off i l lness and disaster. 
Religious senrices for the deceased are also held. 
The t rad i t iona l urban family ar t iculates well with 
the res t of the social system in those loca l i t i e s 
where cultural values have undergone l i t t l e or no 
change. Because of i t s organization and interpersonal 
relat ionships, the t rad i t ional family i s relat ively 
immune to s t ra in and confl ict . Ro one attempts to 
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dispute the fa t J i^ r ' s power of au thor i ty . The obedience 
which chi ldren must show to t h e i r fa ther i s cocg^nsated 
by t h e i r mother 's leniency. The wcaaen generally 
accept t h e i r husband's donination without auch 
complaint for t h e i r i n t e r e s t centres on t h e i r d i i ldren 
and on en te r t a in ing women f r i ends ; they s eldom know 
l o n e l i n e s s . A3 public welfare i s v i r t u a l l y unknown, 
the family looks a f t e r i t s aged and needy. In the 
wider sense family fee l ing i s much stronger than in 
most European count r ies , Cotitrary to a Western and 
Awerican wife, an Aligarh I^uslim wife i s expected 
to t r e a t as honoured guests and s erro them i f h i s 
husband brought h i s widowed-mother or s i s t e r and 
h e r brood of chi ldren to shai^ h i s home. 
Vei l i s disappearing slowly. Modem educated 
women have discarded the use of v e i l . Yet the 
majority of women in each c lass prefer to wear 
v e i l while going caat t o cinemas, for shopping, to 
exh ib i t ion , and even to schools and co l leges . 
We requested the respondents to point out seme 
s i g n i f i c a n t changes in the contemporaiy muslim 
family wliich they fee l have c rep t in in recent years . 
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The respondents "belongei to different s t ra ta tn the society, 
notwithstanding tlje diverse opinions, we get the feeling 
that t h e y t e M to Indicate an appreciable measure of 
changes in the family; some forecasting an ioipeding doaa; 
and same viewing the changes as u t t e r losses, very few 
viewing them as gains. But expl ic i t value ;3udgenieiits 
were not requested^ solhat the treatment of these remarks 
i s not necessarily re l iable in tliis respect. The respoaise 
mast be interpreted with reservatians, for i t i s l ikely that 
they merely suggested the irapressions uppermost in the 
minds of respcaod^its and need not necessarily be t rue . 
Yet the responses have a value in so far as timy denote 
agreement with regard to certain major dnanges and dist inctive 
features, provldiTjg a means with \diich to get a t rue 
conception of the modem family. 
OSie significant changes in the contemporary Muslim 
family as indicated by the respondents may be grouped and 
summarised as folloifsj lfi.fe«s status vis-a-vis husband 
i s changing; the trend to establ ish nuclear families i s 
increasing; mcffiogamy becoming the objective and ideal 
form of marriage; husband's control over wife is decri^sing, 
in t ina te relationship between husband and wife i s growing; 
wives have gained more f reedo© and a status in family affairs ; 
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there i s appreciable acceptance as regards l lndtation 
of birtb} parental authority over childr«i i s 
diminishing; as a zestilt of growing influence of youth 
movement in general, more individual at t i tuda among 
younger gaieration i s developing; younger generation 
i s granted iBore freedcm; t^ere i s increase in 
freedom to choose marriage partner; younger generation 
i s l e s s interested in extended family relat ions and 
kin-groups; tension in in^la»a relationabip i s lessening; 
there i s growing indifference toward religion in family 
l i f e ; and, l a s t hut not the l eas t , there i s more 
social mobility. 
I t may be noted f rcsn the above tliat there is a 
wide divergence of c^inicEi concerning changes in the 
family. Sie opinicaa of the respondents varied as 
regards the degree and extent to which the change 
has penetrated in the society, that i s , they fe l t 
tha t the penetration of change in a l l the s t ra ta of 
muslim society in AligajAi i s not a t the same velocity. 
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13. MUSIJM wmiLY MD Sociologically, kinship la 
KINSHIP STBUCIOHS „ _ . T _ T ..^  w v ^ 
social relatLcaislJip based on 
r ea l , putative or f lc t ive consanguinity; or on the model 
of consanguine re la t ions . Kinship(relaticsishlp by 
blood) i s distinguished from aff ini ty (relationship by 
marriage). Another important feature of the Aligarh 
Muslim family l i e s in i t s considjerable intiKPest in 
relaticaaship by blood. People v i s i t family relations 
very frequently, and especially on special occasions, 
and are of teii kept aware of eadi other 's needs. In 
pract ice , people do talie considerable pride and pleasure 
in tracing descent, helpin^' one another In thei r needs, 
recol lec tms memories of parents and gpand?-i«rents. m 
our investigaticaa into the kinship network of the 
population, there was no diff iculty in getting to know 
of relat ions by blood and by carriage. !l3ie fund of 
kncwledge of kindred relaticais displayed by men and 
women was astonishing, '^tl i 3?are individual 
exceptions, they possessed an intimate knowledge of 
grandparents, great-aiaits and .^eat-uncles, easi ly 
recognized the i r cousins upto ihe f i r s t and second 
degree. ©se close kinship bonds between members 
of one's awn family and near relat ives are maintained 
through the parents, especial ly the mother. Throu^ her, 
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the children are kept infonnea of ac t iv i t ies and 
events \d.th respect to t h e i r own family and family 
relaticjns of mother and father, and a re directed to 
l ive upto the expectations of the group. 
Althou^ in te res t in co l la te ra l kin showed 
increasing variat ion, .^ve i-;ere quoted instances to show 
the intimate bonds prevailing between siblings and 
cousins, uncles and aunts. Parents aire the bonds of 
affection and unity between married and uniaarried sons 
and daughters \^o see each other because of them and 
whose in teres t in each other i s kept alive tiirough 
the parents* influence. They also foster relat ions 
ajnonj the c o l l a t e i ^ kin a s far as family Intereste go* 
Paroits and grandparents had great influence 
in maintaining relat ions betwe^i the iiamediate and 
dis tant families. If parents arp a central force which 
brings sibl ings, uncles, and aunts and cousins together, 
grantparents serve iiie sane cause for distant re la t ives . 
As regards relaticsiships in the re la t ive on the 
fa ther ' s side and mother's sides, we gathered that 
generally relat ions with mother's f a ^ l y have far more 
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cordia l . fiegarding re la t ives from mother's s ide, 
we noticed that ego sho j^od a personal touch and had too 
many de ta i l s to sentioci. 
We fcamd tha t the inf ornants with same of 
t he i r kin had more active social relations than 
o t i e r s ; tliey were norc t^ian a name and 'descripticjn 
to tliem, that the reco^jniticri of reiatiansliip has soa3E» 
effect , lioHBver, nlnimal, cm the social l i f e of the 
inforiuant. To such kin we shal l ca l l »close-kln«, 
and to others as ' d i s t an t -k in ' . The number of the 
•close-kin' was too iiaach s:3all than tiie to ta l number 
of kin known. Sie ar i thnet ic average of close-kin waa 
19 and 11 persons on laatertial and paternal side 
respectively. d o s e kin numbers, however, varied 
CQiiside2?ably from one person to another. Cto the whole, 
women seemed to niake rather more of thei r recognized 
kin than did men. This variatican i s shown in 
Table 5, on the nezt page. 
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:L^BlE 5» Showing Bange of close-klB 
No. of close kin * Maternal ® Paternal 
0 - 1 0 26 23 
1 1 - 2 0 h5 27 
21 - 30 19 I t 
31 - M) 10 7 
ifO - 50 5 0 
5 1 - 6 0 3 1 
20TAL 108 69 
We did not find aiiy *i^ld liiie deniarcating 
the kin with whom the informants lere in contact. 
However, tiie point worth noting was tliat for a h i ^ 
propoi'tion of thea 59 per cent) Uieir effective 
Kin set did not go beycnd the i r 
f i r s t cousins. The distrihutioii of informants 
in terms of tiie l a t e r a l extension of the i r effective 
kin i s sliown in Sable 6, on page 157« 
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TABU& 6, Showing Boundary of Close kin 
Restriction of close-kin A „_ _., -„-^-
set to: \ ^^' °" *^«^ 
0 
0 
1, Siblings and tJMir 
c3escandants 11 
2, F i r s t cousin 
col la tera l l ine U9 
3, Seccaad cousin 
col la tera l l ine 35 
h. Third cows in 
collateral line 5 
TOTAL 100 
I t appears that as a whole people tended to 
make and keep contact with kin. Bat we found 
interest ing var ia t ions . However, one thing was 
evident, the closer the cousinship, the higher the 
proportion of people who avail themselves of ccwsins 
for social contact, and tha t contact increases 
proportiOTiate to the nearness of kinship i s not 
without qualif ications. In brief, we found that 
people generally maintain active and strong connection 
with re la t ives , and also embrace some of the affines 
within the s e t of close kin. 
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The analysis of data reimals Siat collectl-sne social 
actiOEi by kiii, or partLcipation by kiii, defiiiitely occvtt^. 
Apart from ordinary se r i a l c a l l s , occasioi'iS m wliich 
kin assemble coarprise mainly ceiebratioti of personal 
events in tlie individual l i f e cycle. We laiay that 
weddings, fmierals and also eii i ld-birth, are occasions 
wlien kin inside and cwtside tbe iiaisediate household 
are joost l ikely to coiae togetliar. 3ut. not mucii 
systeoiatic information could we obtain about such 
^atiierfjigs — yhsit types of kin usually coicae; how 
significant thoy are to tlie people concerned; in 
view of limited tiiae and scope of our study. But this 
i s a fact tiiat kin gatherings cm different occasions 
vary in depth, 
^ t e r having described tiie kin relat ions from 
a general viewpoint, i t would be worthwhile to give a 
cursory descrip'oion of tlie kinship terms a lso . Eiough 
Professor Fortes considers fcie kinship tenninology as 
a superficial way of approaching the social structure, 
i t i s a necessary approach, for they are a handy 
technique by vftiich jieople sort out the i r relations 
with one another, and a re accordingly able io assume 
the s tructural beliaviour or produce the preferred 
responses. 
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A number of c lassif icat ions of systems of klnstfiip 
temdJiology have been proposed. iforgan, who fcaiiided 
the science of IslnsMp, classif ied a l l systems into 
tv;o roajor groups — the classif icatoiy ar.d tlie 
descriptive. In c lass i f ica tor j systea certain 
col la te ra l relat ives are addressed tsy ternis w^-hich also 
apply to liiieal re la t ives . .Sius this system is 
characterised by the terminological merging of l inea l 
and col la tera l kindred a t certain polr-t. According 
to tliis aysteia ogae can cal l his fatliep»s brother as 
fatiier, to fat i ier 's s i s t e r ' s scai as brother, 
mo tiler 's brother 's scaa as scwi, ISaas a small ntjaber 
of kinshdp terms are used for a large maaber of 
re la t ives . In a descriptive systeiii, each term 
designates only one kind of relationship. 
1. Morgan, L,H,, Systems of consanguinity and 
Affinity of the Huiaan Family, Vfesiiington, 
Jlhe Scdthsanian 3Jnstitution, 1871, 
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In Allgarfi, Muslims use Urdu fcLnsMp teiminology, 
vhicii i s of descriptive type. 
TABIfi 7. Urdu Kinship 2?enainQlogy 
(A) Ego's nearest relatives 
Relatlcmship to Ego Urdu term 
Father 
Mother 
Brother 
sa.ster 
Walid or Bap 
Walida or Man 
Bhal 
Bahan 
(B) Ego's Belatives on his Father's 
and Mother's side 
Bslat ionship to 
t he parent 
Father 
Motl^r 
Bro ther ' s 
SO!Q 
Brother ' s 
daughter 
Brother 
S i s t e r 
FF/MF 
m/m 
FBS/MBS 
FBQ^MBD 
F B / M D 
FS/MS 
Ijineage of 
the f a the r 
Dada 
Dadi 
(3iachazad 
Bhai 
Chacha^d. 
Bahan 
CSiacha/Slsaya 
Kmpi 
Lineage of 
the mother 
Hana 
Nani 
Mamazad 
Bhal 
Mamazad. 
Bahan 
MazDa 
Shala 
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ThB above ezas^es i l l u s t r a t e t^mt IKrcbi 
kinship terminology i s Descriptive in nature. These 
kinship terms are not mereaiy labe ls , but are ezpressions 
of at t i tudes and relat ionships. !I3iey indicate relat ive 
status* 
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CHAPTER VI 
C O N C L U S I O N 
We have t r ied to portray the t radi t ional and 
modem l i f e of Muslims in Aligarh with a view to 
interprete the present social character of misllm 
society* Broadly speaking, the muslim society in 
Aligarii may be said to comprise of three separate 
social classes — the poor, the middle, and the 
upper. 35iese three classes vary in their att i tude 
towards acceptance of social chancy and modernity, 
onie poor class i s too rigid to ac<»pt any change 
and they are proud of the i r adhering to the 
t radi t ional l i f e . Bie upper class people, who 
are not only well off but have achieved modem 
education and developed a secular way of l i f e . 
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are too prone to t^e change and mode ni t ty . The alddle 
c lass I s ^ r e a d on eit2ier side* Ihe section of this 
elasSf wlilch con:^rlses l e s s educated, i s more 
close to the poor c lass in respect of tiaelr mnrtning-
ness and aversion for change. They have k i^ t 
re la t ively more to the i r accustomed ways. But those 
who have acquired nK>dem education azKi jol)s in the 
government are tzying to imitate the upper class 
in thei r way of Ufe and readily accepting the modem 
values and secular ci*3t<Hns, The third group of tibe 
middle class — larger than the two referred to above, 
l a in the mid-way of tradit ion-aodemlty. While t h ^ 
are s t i l l trying to preserve the t radtional custcaas 
and values, they have also succumhed to new social 
pressures. 
©le tradtional Aligaih Muslim family i s the 
extended family* Ideally, the mlniTmnn size of the 
family consists of parents, unmarried childroi and 
married sons with tdieir wives and their children. 
There are , however, many other variat ions on th is 
pattezn. Whether two married hrotaiers with t he i r 
families l iv ing in one house for one family, depends 
on how they work on land or run a business. I f t ^ y 
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work cooperatively on lazid or run a business joHit^ 
and also slmre a camoxm kitchen, tbey m s t toim 
one faiBHy. Qiough the ezteMed f azsLly is the dosdnant 
family type thtou^out the masllms of Aligazii, in 
recent tizoes, and particularly in the present generation 
an irrefutable change has set In: oaxried sens tend to 
move off to separate homes. We found in many cases 
their wish cou2d not be fulfilled. However, the size 
of the extended family is s^cinking to tuo generations 
only in such families. The movement to a»ay from the 
extended family has varied in strez^ from class to 
class, depCTidlng on ttie potential sources of economic 
independence available to the younger generation and 
housing conditions. Members of middle classes have 
undergone greater changes than the poor class. 
The elementary family is the dcaninant family 
type throughout the West aiul Amezlca, and It exists 
in E^ny ways as a thing apart from the larger society. 
Its sphere of influaice outside itself is spnall* 
This has led some writers to treat it as more 
individual than social. Contrary to this point 
of view, the elementary family in Aligaiti is not 
a separate entity, it is still retaining the unifying 
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effect to meet any emergency and c r i s i s upon the faialXy» 
We found tiiat in the case ^ elementaiy fiamilies, there 
existed a s p i r i t of cohe^siveness, dare-functioiuiy 
kinship obligaticms, and the general in-group feeling of 
family and kin* Ihe feelings which the aeiibers of the 
elec^ntaxy families havB tovards members of the 
extsided kin group i s not materially lass than those 
l iv ing in the extended families. !SxQs, there has 
real ly not been any significant diange a t a l l ) loidi 
l e s s of the 'disintegration* of the elementary 
family, Durkheim talked about. ^ 
I t means that the family has been moving towards 
nudea r l t y since the l a s t few years, hut i t has not 
been ins^tuticsialized* !Qie members of the nuclear 
family are not to ta l ly independent to make decisions. 
33iey s t i l l have to seek the advi<» of the re la t ives , 
especially of parents or grand-parents, i f they are 
a l ive . HUB decisions, such a s marriage of children etc . 
are taken in consultation with the parents and grand-
parents and other re la t ives . so the muslia elementary 
families are independent but have to function wLth the 
1. Durkhelm, Sai le , Suicide, London, Routledge & 
Kegan Paul Ltd. 1952, p . 377. 
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framework of the kinship system, because In the 
words of Loid.e, kin act as the 'regulator of human 
behaviour In Inntanerable situations»• 
However, the truth may be summed up as: that 
tradltlcnal family was large, but It Is growing 
smaller and smaller in respect of generation depth 
and ntnaber of niembears due to western influence, bat 
much more due to political and econoBde pressures, 
OaTls speaks of four core functions of the 
family in all times and places: reproductlGn, 
maintenance, socialization and placement. This Is 
what we have meant iitoen we talked «bout the functicms 
of ffluslim family as such. Many tasks still recently 
performed by the urban muslim family in Aligarh 
have been taken over by the outside agencies. For 
example, more and more families have tumed the 
educatlOTi of their children over to schools and 
colleges, CSiaracter training, though stUl 
largely In the hands of the family, has been increasingly 
influenced by teachers and mass media in all its forms. 
1. Lowie, B*, Social Organization, London, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1950. p. 
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VocatdonaX t3?aixilng ixk respect of heredltaiy professions, 
howevert remains an iais>ortant part of the family or an 
apprenticeship system* 
SSiou^ iiie formal e^ca t l cn has he&i taken away 
from the misUm parents by educational insti tat laa8» 
i t does not mean that t to Influence of the family 
on the to ta l socialization of the child has been 
significantly reduced. We have noted the strong 
tendency of children to imitate the i r parents in the 
matters of reHgion, social values, and cultural 
patterns and the style of living* 
Die children are brought up by the i r parents and 
family provides the complete training of children and 
socialization from the b i r th to the age of schooling. 
In recent years the muslim family i s doing the most 
important function of providing religious and moral 
education, so that the coherence of family t i e s remains 
in tact* 
Ihe most pronounced changes in the family pattern 
were observed amcmg the independent urban group* 
Olhese fami.ltea have l o s t much of Idieir protective 
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functlou, although the extent of i t often vmries with 
the age and s ex of the children* Older youths have 
more frequentljr been reared In a taradltional wayj the 
older gi r ls have had to go about velledi geneaally with 
a znale escort, and parents have arranged t h ^ r laarrlages; 
the older boys, adhering to t radi t ional values, have 
tended to enter the hereditary profession or family 
business Instead of going to colleges. In contrast, 
the younger children have gained greater freedcaa in 
the i r relat ions with the i r parents and outsiders, and 
have sought a western mode of l iv ing . Even vdien 
parents have made great sacrif ices to educate their 
c h l l d r ^ , they have frequently been shocked by their 
a t t i tude of disrespectful and defiance of au-Qiorlty, 
Ifeny changes in the rearing of ihi ldren have 
a lso come about. Progressive parents have tended 
to give not only the soofis but alsK) to tiieir 
daughters more education, and in some oases are 
sending them to colleges and universi t ies for 
l i be ra l education and also to prepare th®n for career 
in teaching and other professions. So urban middle-
and ujypsiwdasse wamesi have been ac t ive in various 
professions. Sans of poor class urban craftsnen or 
of tradesmen may follcw thei r fa thers ' occupation . 
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Ihey often receive no other educaticn than that 
vbldi is provided by those to whoa they hav« been 
apprentice* Well*off islddle and tipper classes 
send tiieir sons to college and university but they 
does 
prefer that at least one son/carry on the fazoily 
business* In some of these faznilies where filial 
obligations are especially strong, the sons enlarge 
and expand their fathers* business* In traditional 
families girls are still general^ not encouraged 
to seek more than an elementazy school educaticn, 
for parents deem an early marriage more desirable* 
ISie status of urban women has undergone important 
changes since the beginning of the twentieth centory, 
more particularly during post-independence period. 
In traditicsiaX families, most urban \omen, however, 
concerned themselves with household matters, althou^ 
those of strong will were able to influence their 
husbands* decisions. But in recent years urban 
women have increasingly sought outside employment. 
But urban emancipated women constitute coily a 
very tiny percentage of the total population. 
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Tradjltlen still retains a powerful grip on the lives 
of most Allgarh zauslim ymen, 
Westeaaa influences and changes in the social 
position of urban women have seriously altered the 
family organization and value system of the small 
number of upper-and middle-class families who have 
broken their tradition. Although statistics are 
laddngy the general impression is that in these 
families there is a tend«icy toward nuclear families 
and a breakdovm of extended family groupings. 
Concomitantlyi filial obligation, while still strong, 
shows signs of weakening. Sobs and daughters 
educated in Aliga rii or abroad are generally eager 
to live apart from their family with a little or no 
help from them. In turn, they do not feoL the 
same deep responsibility to their elders and kin 
that the more traditional-minded ip.igarh muslims do. 
Women in these more modem families, \tien 
compared to those in the tradtional setting, tend 
to delay marriage and then to have a fewer number 
of children, particularly when they employed outside 
the home. The diildren in aach families are more 
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apt to be under the care of servants than those in 
t rad i t iona l hemes* 
Waaxp changes have been occurxlng vithin the 
fascUy* The more i s to regard husband and wife 
as coiapanlofis of equal s ta tus , but t2ie prevailing 
practice suggests that males noxtnally hctld the supedtior 
position* She authority of the husband i s generally 
weak i f the \ i fe is an earning member — even among 
the poor class i f the wife does some work. Hence 
such vcnaen have got more rights to speak and more 
power to make decisions in family affairs* 
women have acquired, what might be oalled^ 
a social personality* She has obtained a more 
dignified position both in the family and in society; 
she i s no longer the pas^ve being of old, but a 
new individual - a partner and a friend to her husband. 
Among mu8lims» old age i s a time of honour9 Old 
parents gradually relinquish ac t iv i ty and cont»>ol 
in the home in favour of the son» usually the eldest. 
In the past , and we axe aware of many oases even today, 
tension used to occur between the old parents and 
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in young conQOes, especially when the daughter-lA-law 
resented the dondnance of the old parents. But now, 
due to relaxations in observance of zuLes of extended 
fandlyt and the financial independence, and possibi l i ty 
of having several independent hearths in the same 
house f the relationsMps between parents and children 
and parents-lrwlav and daughters-in-law hav« consider-
ably iiaproved. 
m t h regard to the gradual but dis t inct change 
in the social s t ructure, women of the lower class 
havtt gained a be t te r s ta tus , which could be easily 
observed in the rapid decline of eiig)loyment amorig 
women in the domestic services, and doing some woxic 
in their homes to eanr moneys and thus a gradual 
incr-ease in the i r standard of l iv ing could be 
observed* In tune \dth the change in the social 
s tructure, the upper class and middle-clsuss families 
in the urban regions have adjusted the i r l iving 
conditicns to r ea l i ty . B^ced with an acute shortage 
of domestic servants, housewives of upper and middle 
classes do not depend upon them* The present 
econornio situatican and indus t r ia l development has 
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provided msaerous Jobs to the working d a a s i^ hiich deemed 
i t profitable to accept t2iea in preferaice to lour 
paid and il l-considered domestic employment. This 
has resulted in a readjustment in a middle and upper 
c lass families to the i r dcsaestic a c t i i d t i e s , ihe 
loss of domestic helPf taking up emplogrmant by voamit 
in shorty meant a change in family organization and 
men's and voQm*s jobs and roles and s c t i v i t i e s . 
Women who work at paid jobs in-side or out-side 
the home also ^ a r e Hie housework* We noted tbBt 
the in te res t s of housewife are best centred around 
the home and tha t , tes^ramental ly , she i s not inclined 
to seek a c t i v i t i e s . The moie part icipation of employed 
women in domestic woz^, shows the famUy-mindeciness 
i s a s p i r i t that l i e s s t i l l close to the heart of 
the ffluslim women. In other words, m may say that 
two forces are a t work in conditioning the ac t iv i t ies 
of women in the homes eecnomy and sentiment, 
EconaaSTf becasse ih maxiy instances the a c t i v i t i e s 
may be performed more cheaply and efficiently a t licxmi 
sentiment, because the housewife feels her duty to 
l i e in this direct ion. 
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3he borne as a place for womaixly activities may 
be further illustrated with reference to two other 
functions, namely* food and clothing. She morning 
hours of the housewife were usuauLly devoted to 
preparing the breakfast, washJbig up dishes, cleaning 
the house and doing some laundry. !I3ie afternoon 
hours, when the wife was alone, were utilized for the 
sewing, mending and repairing of clothes, ironing; and 
sometimes doing shopping. The evening was mostly 
occupied with cocking, feeding the family, and washing 
up. jChe more remarkable fact is the pride she takes 
in her housekeeping aotlvities. Indeed, she takes 
it as an indication of her s tatus. It jmans that 
women, having vest their emancipation, recognize that 
woman *s self-realization is linked to marriage and 
child-rearing. 
imong muslims in Aligarh social values and control 
have not yet been undewdned, the younger generation 
still respect their parents and elders. Family 
relations are less ii%>aired owing to these reasons: 
father, as the head of th© household, is able to 
exercise his authority over the children, at least 
before they are ma^or and get married and s et up 
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a separate house* A large part of the ooamurdty' 
Is able to conserve Its ways; a vezy small element 
tendA away from tradltioiallsm in the real sense. 
Hoversri the increase In educational opportunities 
for both sexes, have affected patriarchal authority 
negatively* 
Filial piety was a virtue in nuslim society; 
it is still regarded a virtue, rather a dnty for the 
youth. There is, however, a significant difference 
between the old and new concepts, v&ere the old 
beliefs exalted complete and unquestioning obedience, 
the new belief requires that the parents should be 
considerate and grant relaxation In exercising 
absolute authority over children. Tet society takes 
a sterner attitude toward dereliction of duty towards 
old parents. Comoasiity sanctions still persist among 
all castes and classes of musllms, guarding the interests 
of the old parents agaixB t the children ignoring and 
abandoning OI&BU 
A new el^nent of independence is acting upon 
the familyt the father cannot, as in the past, 
consider himself tiie undisputed head of the house. 
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since be cazmdrb control the earnings of Ms wife or 
of h i s children* 
Xoung people ^ o are employed, do not consider 
i t f a i r to turn over the i r ei^mings to tlie conmon fund 
of the extended family. OJiey* howeveri do hand over 
a small - not a major - portion of the i r earnings* 
Sie elders in contei^porary families have been able 
to maintain t he i r status not by the s t e m discipline 
or r igid firmness associated with the authoritarian 
head of the t rad i t ional jo in t family but through 
affection and understanding* 
Marriage i s also undergoing essential changes -
i t i s now no more forced upon young people by the 
wi l l of their parents, as was the habit in the past. 
In modem educated families) even in uneducated families, 
parents allow the i r children the choice of mate. Xe^, 
i f they do not openly deplore the; choice of mate, 
they use indirect means to hanrper i t* In any case, 
the young generation i s trying to exert the i r r ight 
of making a personal choice of mate and are not ready 
to act on canmand* !l5ie frequency of self-arranged 
mari^ages is on the increase due to the looseness of 
hold of pa t r i l inea l ly extended kinship group* 
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"Sam socioeconomic interdependence of the members 
of extended family still appears to exercise influence 
on the selection of partners. Among the factors that 
influence the choice of mate, the most is^ortant are 
family standlng,easte» religion, economic status, 
although trends in recent times seem to be shifting to 
romance* Political affiliation of spouses has no 
weight as regards the dioice of mate. 
Jmcsig muslins9eapeeially higher class, the family 
is still a status sjonbol. Ihey try to maintain it 
by regulating marriages. Marriages involving social 
unequals were stigmatized and confr<Kited by innumerable 
contradictions^ .inconaistencies and dilemmas, producing 
conflicts not only in the personalities of the couple 
involved, but also in their families and social 
contacts* 
Love does not play a decisive role in the mate 
selection, nor does its absence lead to divorce; 
divorce rate is lovr, and traws demonstrative hostility 
upon the divorcing couple. 
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Beligicai still exerts/strong Influence both 
vrlth regard to the organizational and activity patterns 
of the Muslim family, especially among the orthodox 1^0 
have not yet deeply tinged with modem and secular 
education. Zh the lower classes the religious 
stability is greater than among the upper class 
families and most particularly among highly educat&i, 
westeznized families* 
fiegulation of marriage and s ex irais, and is, 
widely prevalent. The people are generally conservative 
in the Sense tiiat they endear i^ heir old values. Parents 
have made concessions to individualization in marriage 
partner selection, and are more susceptible to parent-
child conflict than was the case in the past. 
Sibling relations are changing also. In brief, the 
outstanding changes have occurred within the musllm 
family are with respect to the inter-relationship 
between members of the family, the place and positicai 
of woman, birth liialtatian, etc. Ihe musllm family 
is undergoing modificatians in its functions, its 
traditional norms with regard to authority, roles, 
marriages, procreation, etc. 
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In AZIgarh there has not been explosive spread of 
industrialization and urbanization, no dramatic increase 
in social mobility has occurred. Zhe ousllm family is 
stUl functioning as a channel for tiie transalssloin of 
traditional* unchanging or slovly changing values, 
and hence a force of resistence to stpid and drastic 
changes* !Qie loyalty to the extended family, with 
Its sharing of prestige or shame,its duty of mutual help, 
its decision-sharing, etc. have not disappeared from 
urban musllm life; older traditional attachments 
have not broken down, awareness of extended blood 
ties is nort eliminated^ and t^e small individual family, 
consisting of husband and wife, and minor children 
is rare and not common. 
A small number of families in all classes, t^ ho 
have acquired modem education, have adopted some 
western practices to varying degree. Otherwise, 
the urban family life of ^ fuslims in Aligarii continues 
to adhere strongly to traditional practices. 
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A new way of life has emerged vhX^ has encouraged 
the urban individuals — upper-class and higher 
middle classt to foresake tradtional bonds and take cm 
new affiliations I ties which are superficial and unable 
to provide him with the security that has been 
experienced in the traditional setting. 
The new social pressure and the change is most 
evident in the family and structural inter-relationships. 
It is manifest thst the family is undergoing modifica-
tion in its functions, its traditional norms with regard 
to autiiority, rolesf marriages, procreation vkc* 
In spite of the modem influences, the muslim 
family appear to be emotionally knit together and 
interdependent* !Qie assua^tion that changes in 
the tecdandogy and econosay -will automatically 
effect desired changes in family structure does not 
hold good* 
. I8f -
taiere i s a sh i f t of tiie locus of fan l l l a l power 
from the oldest ascendant generation to the goneratlcsn 
of ycKmg adults , 
Bie recent changes in the muslim fapiily organiza-
tion and marital custoias are not the resul t of 
a concerted drive, but to s^eet the des^ unids of the tiais. 
In our opinian« the chajnges are a reflection of 
changing circumstances, ra ther than any kind of majiced 
sliift in a t t i tude . m coiulude that the muslim 
family i s s tructural ly and functicxially the same 
today as i t has been in the past , but that organization 
and ac t iv i t ies have been modified some\dmt to meet 
changing conditions without being altered in the 
93sentials* 
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